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In connection with this communication, I may of our share in this discussion, to which we are
remind the Chinese delegate of what I said yester impelled by the strictest yet the clearest sense of
day morning, namely: duty. For we all have friends in Japan, dear

On November h te C l td friends who have taken their part from the first
"On KNovember 28th, the Council transnitted hour in the organisation of the League, and the

the report to the Assembly, with the written memory of whom has so often tempered our
observations of the Japanese Government, judgments and sealed our lips; friends and col-
together with the Minutes of the meetings of leagues, some of them of longstanding on sue-
the Council devoted to the examination of the cessive Japanese delegations, whose exquisite
question." courtesy has at all times enabled the thorniest
I then gave a detailed list of the documents problems to be discussed. Behind them, there

transmitted in pursuance of the Council resolution is a nation which has never had more claim to our
of November 28th, and I thought it desirable to respect and our friendship -a friendship which
explain the special character of some of thee i e case of Spain is already many centuries
documents - namely, the documents annexed to old than now, when Japan is passing through
the report. such a profound crisis in her history.

The document from the Chinese delegation to is only by raising ourselves to the highest
which Dr. Yen refers in the letter I have just planes of ternational politics and considering
read is subsequent to the Council resolution of th the dispassionate eye and serene mind
November 28th. It is dated December 3rd, and of the historian that we can derive the strength
was circulated on the day before the Assembly- to tter our thoughts. when our thoughts are so
that is to say, on December 5th. Of course the hard to utter. For we are really faced with a
comments of China on the observations of the conflict between two attitudes of mind the
Japanese Government and on the statements of national attitude, which sees everything from the
the Japanese representative on the Council con- angle of national interest, understood in the widest
stitute an important part of the documentation sense and fe wih the uos acuteness and the
placed at the disposal of the members of the international attitude, that newcomer in history,
Assembly.Assembly. the new moral force which before our eyes isI will ask the Assemnbly to note these explanations. toiling to create a better world.

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT: If, in the course of this year, those who have taken
GENERAL ICTSSINT (continuati) part at close quarters in the negotiations to put

GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation). [ a stop to the conflict have often faltered, and some-
The President: times come near to despair, when they saw how

events which they feared but thought incon-
Translation : M. de Madariaga, delegate of Spain, ceivable actually took place cities captured on

will address the Assembly. the morrow of undertakings not to aggravate the
situation, invasion spreading throughout Manchuria

aM. de Madariaga (Spain): on the morrow of promises of evacuation - and
Translatio .. I. .p n if they have wondered how that great nation,

Tr~anslation: In present circoumstances, it is deeply imbued as it is with a sense of honour and
certainly not in any lighthearted spirit that one national pride, could cause them such bitter
can come to this platform. We are all called disappointment, they may have reflected that
upon to utter here words heavy with responsibility, the apnese nation too was acting under the
feeling as we do that silence would involve a still influence of a high sense of duty, which
heavier responsibility. unhappily drew its strength from an ideal differing

If this affair were no more than a dispute between from their own
two ancient nations, known and esteemed by all,
it would suffice to cause us the gravest anxiety. This conflict between the national and the
Unfortunately, however, despite the patient efforts international attitude of mind has not, moreover,
of the Council, the Sino-Japanese dispute has failed to have the most serious effects within the
gradually, in the course of the year, revealed in noble Japanese nation. Its oldest and most highly
all its features an increasingly marked divergence disciplined institutions have been shaken. May
between the opinion of the authoritative organs I at this point pay respectful tribute to the memory
of the League and that of one of the most influential of statesmen who, like M. Inouye and M. Inukai,
nations commanding the utmost attention in this have been its victims, pathetic witnesses to the
international centre, a nation which, ever since the depth to which feeling has been stirred in Japan
foundation of the League, has occupied with y this tragic conflict ?
unquestioned authority a permanent seat on the
Council. So the League of Nations, realising from the first

I venture to point out to the Assembly that the seriousness of the problem, has acted with
in certain respects it is this latter aspect of the circumspection, caution and patience, which natu-
problem that is the more important. The Sino- rally called for time. We knew well that time
Japanese dispute is complicated and delicate. It would be unjust, that it would favour the side
contains, if not in the history of its course, at relying on immediate force and would allow the
any rate in the events leading up to that history, fait accompli to ripen and bear fruit. But when I
seeds of trouble on both sides of the frontier. It, search my memory for the motives that led me,
would be rash to pronounce ex cathedra on the during this long year, to agree to such slow methods,
degree of justification which this or that action to vote for these long time-limits, to resign myself
on the part of one of the two countries concerned to these adjournments, I find that I was moved
can find in this or that action or omission on the almost entirely by a desire to be conciliating and
part of the other country. accommodating to Japan. It was therefore not

But what makes this issue particularly serious without some bitterness that, the other day, I
for all is the fact that, in its development ever heard the distinguished M. Matsuoka say in the
since it came before us, increasingly serious causes Council that his Government had not submitted
of disagreement have been evinced between the the conflict to our jurisdiction "on account of the
League and the Japanese Government. It is that delays inherent in Lea.gue procedure ". No pro-
which makes us all so conscious of the painfulness cedure is too slow for goodwill.
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Our goodwill is evident. We should have its own systems of international relations to render
only one task to fulfil had not Japan imposed a it cautious, circumspect, utilitarian. Yet there is,
second upon us. Our task was to arrest hosti- too, the League they constitute, a universal city
lities and to find a solution for the Sino-Japanese growing in strength, that "living thing " which
dispute. But we must also restore the authority alone would suffice to immortalise the name of
and proclaim the principles of the League. Woodrow Wilson. That living thing is the entry

The practical man, whose political shortsighted- of morality into international politics, the great
ness is incurable, would like us to confine ourselves conception with which the Spanish jurists of the
to the first of these two tasks. Provided we find sixteenth century were imbued.
a working settlement, let us pass the sponge over That conception, a fine conception always, has
the rest. That is as much as to say, let me have to-day become indispensable. At our gates, the
my dividend for the current year and never mind waves of national and international anarchy loom
the capital. To this folly the Spanish delegation threatening. They have no constructive idea to
replies with a clear "No " True, our duty is guide them. They are urged! on by despair, in the
to attempt conciliation, with. of course, a mind face of the failure of individual and national leader-
open to any and every solution that commands ship and the bankruptcy of statesmanship. They
the approval of both the countries concerned, are blind economic and political forces in revolt
and, in particular, that will safeguard once for all because statesmen are powerless to guide them
the important and legitimate interests justly into their'true channels.
invoked by Japan. But, before attempting con- The world needs order : but order does not mean
ciliation, it is necessary that the League should uniforms or soldiers. Order is rule, order is right.
lay down the law on what has passed, and that for Let us affirm the right. Let us believe in it. Let
a number of positive and concrete reasons, the most us proclaim it.
important of which I venture to enumerate.

In the first place, as regards conciliation itself, it The President
is necessary because conciliation has to be effected, delega of Swi
on a clear basis and on a definite ground. Our l on M ott delegate of Switzerland
starting-point must be our collective view of the will dres the Assembly
facts.

Secondly, as regards the Commission of Enquiry, M. M Itta (Switzerland)
it is necessary because we set. up a Commission Translation: Like my eminent friend, M. Benes,
which proceeded to the spot and studied the I have not come here to take sides with either
question with competence and clearness and with an party, for both are friends of Switzerland. The
international outlook to which I pay a tribute little country I have the honour to represent in
with particular satisfaction, because, in the past, this august Assembly has, with both China and
I raised objections to the composition of the Com- Japan, long-standing relations based on the highest
mission, though I was constrained to waive them mutual esteem.
out of respect for the wishes of the Japanese The cause I plead is that of the League itself
Government, to which the Spanish delegations and of its Covenant, the Covenant and its prin-
throughout this year have unhesitatingly made cinles. That is the only interest I have in this
every possible concession. debate; but it is a weighty interest for all of us

We therefore owe it both to the Commission and a vital interest for countries like mine.
and to ourselves to pronounce on the findings and I thank the Council for transmitting to the Assem-
conclusions of the report it has submitted to us. My bly the whole documentation relating to the
Government, for its part, is in entire agreement disnute. I find it hard to conceive the confusion
with those findings and conclusions, and interplay of jurisdictions which would have

Thirdly, as regards the League, it is necessary arisen had the Council not recognised the primacy
because the League would find its Covenant pine of the Assembly in this matter.
and perish of mortal disease if, by default, we were The value of this general discussion is, to my
to allow the public to become convinced that mind, that it enables the delegations freely, and,
Article 10 permits of Chinese Manchuria becoming so to speak, as a preliminarv step, to express
Jananese Manchukuo, that Article 12 allows of their views on the general conditions of the dispute
military invasion becoming permanent, and that and, in particular, on the report of the Com-
the principles of the Covenant must be waived in mission of which Lord Lytton was the Chairman,
exceptional cases, when, in fact, all cases are and thus aiding public opinion in the various countries
always will be exceptional cases. to assert itself to take definite shape, to perfect

Lastly, it is necessary out of respect for Japan its knowledge and to set in motion the irresistible
herself, because the conflict between the national moral force that it possesses.
and the international attitude of mind has led the In this respect, the Lvtton report has rendered
Japanese nation into believing that its national us a signal service. Without it, this discussion
attitude is at one with the true international atti- could not have taken place. The report is in every
tude, and that in doing what it has done - M. way remarkable, and does honour both to its
Matsuoka said as much only yesterday - it was authors and to the League. It constitutes a
not only respecting but upholding the principles striking example of the value of our procedure
of the Covenant. We believe that the permanent for obtaining information.
interests of Japan are at one with the permanent I greatly apprecia!ted the following remarks made
interests of the League, and that therefore anything by the eminent Japanese delegate, M. Matsuoka,
that runs counter to the true interests of the League in his speech yesterday concerning the report: 
runs counter to the true interests of Japan; and
conseauently that Japan, the permanent and his- "There seems to be an impression that Japan
toric Japan, has a right to learn from us that we opposes, and China supports. the report of the
are not in agreement with, at all events, the methods Comission of Encir. No such enerali-
of rpresent-day Japan. 'sation is warranted. There is much in the report

That is the policy, the true policy, which I hope th the Chinese can accept with no pleasure.
the whole Assembly will approve. For the League The document has brought a stron light to bear
of Nations consists primarily of the nations of which upon the conditions prevailing in China - which
it is composed, different countries, each of which
has its own interests, its own concrete problems, 1 See page 28.
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representatives of her Government throughout "The question is asked why the Japanese
the world have long sought to cover, to excuse Government did not seek protection from the
and to condone. There are many parts and League. The answer is that, in view of the
passages in the report which we regard as present structure and scope of the League, effec-
entirely correct and accurate. Our principal five protection could not be expected from that
disagreement with the report, in the sections body promptly. In the situation that existed
dealing with the disordered condition of China, in Manchuria, Japan had to deal first with im-
is where it occasionally expresses optimism for minent danger; secondly, with a country whose
the rehabilitation of the country." authority did not extend to Manchuria; and,

thirdly, with a Government which had adopted
This fair-minded judgment creates, I think, a a policy of unilateral abrogation of treaties and

presumption in favour of all parts of the report. conventions. In so exceptional a situation, was
The report was indeed conceived and drawn up it possible to expect protection from the League?"
with an entirely open mind and an obvious desire
to be impartial. May I say, with all diffidence, that I fear this

How will our discussions subsequently develop? seasoning would, if approved, rob two essential
My own view - which I sub-mit to you in all principles of the Covenant of all meaning? The
humility - is this first of these principles is explained in Article 10,

After this general discussion, the Committee and is called the undertaking to respect and pre-
of Nineteen will be asked to submit to the plenary serve the territorial integrity and existing political
Assembly a draft resolution. This proposal, which independence of all Members of the League. The
will be carefully studied, should request the Com- second principle is defined in Article 12 and is
mittee to initiate conciliation procedure and called the undertaking to submit any dispute of
supervise it. Such procedure is prescribed in any kind to a procedure of pacific, judicial, arbitral
Article 15, paragraph 3, of the Covenant, and o diplomatic settlement.
I sincerely hope that it will attain its object I: know this undertaking always to submit dis-
the settlement of the dispute. That would avoid ptes o pacific procedure may sometimes, espe-
the necessity of proceeding to the second phase ialy to great Powers, appear to be a hindrance.

namely, the recommendation proced-ure laid Those who have force at their disposal are natu-
down in Article 15, paragraphs 4 et rse, of the rally tempted to use it, especially in defence of
Covenant. ^what they consider to be their rights.

In my view, however, the conciliation procedure The law however, places a limitation on rights,
cannot be usefully initiated and pursued until the and such limitation is a guarantee of security for
Assembly has laid down certain rules, defined each one of us. If the States Members of the League
certain principles and established certain funda-ceased to admit the maxim that none may take
mental premises which would form the framework the law into his own hands, or that the very justi-
and guarantee of possible and equitable moral fication of our institution is its categorical condem-
negotiation. nation of violence in international relations, thenI have no doubt that the two paorties will readily would be better to say qnite frankly that our
lend themselves to such an endeavour. Theirhopes of achievin a new international order are
statements at yesterday's meeting seem to me to vain ight-thinkng men will not readily give
justify that hope. It will not, I think, be possible,way to such moral bankruptry.
during this first phase, to avoid the two cenirrl Was is not M. Matsuoka himself who yesterday
questions around which all our discussions neces-voiced the following noble sentiments:
sarily revolve. Those two questions have already
been indicated: I need not therefore dwell upon
them again at any length. " Japan is a loyal supporter of the League of

The first may be expressed as follows: Was Nations. In. conformity with the principles of
Japan's position that of legitimate self-defence? peace, on which the League is founded, we have
If so, her action was legitimate, otherwise, it was striven to avoid a war for many years under
contrary both to the League Covenant and to the provocations that, prior to the drafting of the
Paris Pact. To this question, the report of the Covenant, would certainly have brought it
Lytton Commission has given an answer which about " 
leaves nothing to be desired in either clearness or
force. n so saying, he admitted that the Covenant had

The second question might be expressed as profoundly changed international relations.
follows: Was Japan yielding to a desire for All countries, great and medium and small, are
territorial expansion and was the creation of the working together on a common task, each according
new State in Manchuria simply a means of masking to his powers and to the mission with which he
this desire, or is the birth of the new State a free has been entrusted by Providence. The efforts
and spontaneous event which satisfies a deep-felt we are making are ultimately aimed at promoting the
need for independence on the part of its population ? moral progress of mankind. Our feelings towards

The Lytton report also answers the second ques- the two great countries which are parties to the
tion, and its reply is quite categorical: without dispute are entirely sympathetic. We hope they
the intervention of the Japanese troops the new may come to an amicable agreement and succeed
State would not have come into being. If Japan in settling not only the present dispute, but also
wills it, that State can even now disappear. But those problems from which the dispute has sprung
the Commission adds - and I should like to em- and which might lead to other misunderstandings
phasise this - that restitutio in integrum - that is in the future.
to say, the complete rettrn to the status quo ante - China was one of the cradles of civilisation. The
would not be a desirable solution. ardent patriotism of Japan, her spirit of sacrifice

M. Matsuoka yesterday explained to us the and discipline, and the enthusiasm with which
reasons which, in his opinion, had prevented Japan she has welcomed new forms of progress, must
from submitting her dispute with China to the command our admiration. If Japan would recog-
Lea-gue of Nations. The following is a very impor- nise that she had exceeded her rights and would
tant passage from his speech : 1 unconditionally accept the pacific procedure of the

1 See page 29. 1 See page 28.
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League, she would greatly enhance her reputation On several occasions already our League has had
for nobility and her moral credit throughout the to deal with that question; but this is the first
world. It is her duty to allay our anxieties, to time, I believe, that we have had to take it up in
obey the venerable teaching of her own philosophers a practical form in all its implications.
and sages and to prevent the international position,
already fraught with anxiety, from deteriorating As everyone knows, self-defence is the right of
still further. It seems to me that I can yet hear anyone who is attacked to retaliate forthwith. It
the voice of Aristide Briand, shortly before his is a natural right, so natural that it is needless to
death, inveighing here at Geneva against a policy place it on record; it has even been found dan-
of prestige - that source of so many evils. It is gerous to do so. Indeed, one of the authors of the
not a sign of weakness, but rather a proof of moral Paris Pact said it was important that self-defence
force, to defer to the desire, the reason and the should not be given a formal definition: otherwise
majesty of the world-conscience. an unscrupulous country might deliberately arrange

in advance that events should fall out in accordance

The Presidenlt: with the definition. Mr. Kellogg, the American
Under-Secretary of State, used almost exactly the

Translation: M. Politis, delegate of Greece, will same words after the signing of the Paris Pact.
address the Assembly. Thus, in the present state of international law, it

is almost impossible to enumerate satisfactorily
M. Politis ( \Greece): the distinctive characteristics of self-defence or,

indeed, of aggression. Those are questions of fact,
Translation : After the speeches we have heard of pure fact, which must be investigated. on their

yesterday and this morning, I shall be brief. I will merits in each particular case.
merely submit a few observations of general inte-
rest, which seem to me calculated to facilitate the What is the position in the present case? The
task of conciliation before this Assembly. Japanese argument is that, on September 18th,

When the Assembly met in special session at the 1931, Japan was acting in self-defence. That is
beginning of this year, on the request of the Chinese contested by the Chinese Government; and the
Government, it was faced with a twofold task: Commission of Enquiry, on page 77 of its report,
the restoration of peace at Shanghai and the finding expresses the same opinion as the Chinese Govern-
of a pacific solution for the dispute in Manchuria. ment. The Commission of Enquiry considers that

The first of these two tasks has now been the military operations undertaken by the Japanese
accomplished; that fact should not be forgotten, troops during the night of September 18th, 1.931,
as the result obtained has been a triumph for the cannot be regarded as measures of self-defence.
League. As Dr. Yen was good enough to say Yesterday we heard the Japanese delegate contest-
yesterday, the Assembly succeeded in putting ing those conclusions.
an end to the hostilities at Shanghai, in accord-
ance with the principles and procedure of the I do not propose to go into the details of this
Covenant. It obtained that result by merely controversy, but the Assembly will have to settle
exercising the powers conferred on it under Article 4, it and will certainly attach particular weight
paragraph 3, without instituting the procedure to the conclusion reached by the Commission of
laid down in paragraph 4 of that article. Enquiry, unless the Japanese delegation can

It has now to deal with the dispute in Manchuria. bring such proofs as can upset that conclusion.
That is far more complicated ; but, in the accom- But what I wish to say is that this question of
plishment of its new task, the Assembly is fortunate self-defence, which is so difficult of exact definition.
enough to command sound and invaluable aid in has already been subjected to rules drawn up
the Commission of Enquiry's report. by our organisation, which must be recalled at

I too should like to pay a tribute to the work of this stage, as the Assembly cannot accomplish
that Commission. As I said when closing the its task without applying them.
discussions of the thirteenth ordinary session of
the Assembly, the Commission's report is a very
remarkable piece of work. It is doubly valuable : The first rule constitutes a large measure of
first, because it has enabled us to realise more progress for our institution: that rleis tht a
clearly the very complex situation which has arisen State which adopts measures of self-defence does

in that part of the world., and also because it not and cannot evade the discussion of its action

contains very useful suggestions for a friendly by other States, and that, as regards the States

settlement of the dispute. The fact that League Members of the League, it is subject to the sovereign

procedure has thus been able to throw sufficient appreciation of the Council or of the Assembly,

light upon the facts to facilitate the pacific settle- as the case nmay be. That point was elucidated
ment of the dispute is, I venture to think, an by the First Committee of the Assembly during

achievement to be placed to the credit of our its discussions on the question of bringing the
institution. Covenant into harmony with the Pact of Paris,

M. Motta said just now, and very rightlv. that its report being unanimously adopted by the

in the work of conciliation before us we can hope 1931 Assembly. The rule is expressed as follows

for results only if the Assembly agrees on a certain in paragraph 7 of the report:
number of fundamental ideas; and, as I agree
with that statement, I feel I must stress one of "AN essential point to note is •th~at the use
the aspects of this discussion which seems to me which a State claims to make of the right of
of predominant importance - an aspect which was self-defence is a matter which may be considered
touched upon yesterday in the speeches of my col- by the other States concerned and, in the case
leagues and which I too desire to emphasise. I of Members of the League oEf Nations, is subject
will ask you to excuse me if I go into some technical to the appreciation of the Council,"
detail; but in a matter of such importance, a,
matter that I regard as the basis of the present of orse, the Assembly, as the case may be.
discussion and that is of capital importance for
the future of our institution. ideas must be crys- That is a rule which has grown out of our own
tallised and made clear to every mind. I am legal practice ai.d cannot be ignored by the Assem-
speaking of the question of self-defence. bly in the present case.
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There is, however, a second rule, of perhaps same course, as she had n.ot expected the incidents
even greater importance: that appreciation by of September 18th, 1931.
the organs of the League is itself subject to rules, venre o d . noka' atention o a
and those rules, of which there are two that I will venture to draw . Matsuoka atention a
mention, were drawn up by the Council in 1926, assae which comes immediately afte that
also unanimously. The parties at present implica- passage in his pe oyestery where he says
ted in the dispute were represented on the Council. that, in dealing with China, Japan was dealing
Those rules, which are as follows, were unanimously with a State in a menacing condition and, as he
adopted, on the basis of M. de Brouckire's report. said in so many worls, the actual menace to Japan

adopted, first rule is that every act of viole ds existed prior to the incidents of September 18th.
The first rule is that every act of violence does find i diffilt to reconcile those two passages.

not necessarily justify its victim in resorting to
war and does not release it from the specific in explaining why Japan had not appealed to
obligations laid down in Articles 12 and following the League in September 1931, the Japanese
of the Covenant. It could not be so released representative gave the reason mentioned just now
unless it were the victim of a flagrant aggression by I. Motta. He said that neither effective, imme-
of such a serious character that it would obviously diate nor permanent protection could be expected
be dangerous not to retaliate at once. from the League. I venture to say that Japan should

The second rule is that legitimate defence implies at least have satisfied herself that that was so,
the adoption of measures proportionate to the and I think it by no means inconceivable that,
seriousness of the attack and the use of which is had Japan applied to the League at that time,
justified by the imminence of the danger. matters could have been settled as they were in

1.927 for the United Kingdom and in 1928 for
With regard to those rules, should like to ,Japan herself, who did on that occasion inform

point out that the Council in 1.925 applied them the League of the steps she felt herself obliged to
in anticipation against my own country. On the.1 c ur ng take in the incident with the Chinese troops atoccasion of the Greco-Bulgarian incident; the Ts
Council considered thait, in unhesitatingly retalia-
ting against a frontier incident involving the tem- I think it is necessary to stress this essential
porary and. limited use of violence, the Greek obligation upon the Members of the League to
forces had exceeded the limits of self-defence, appeal to the Council before using force, save in
as the violence used was disproportionate to the cases of imminent and very serious danger. That
seriousness of the danger in which Greece found is an essential principle, as only by its application
herself. My Government was thus found respon- can abuses of the right of self-defence be avoided.
sible and accordingly paid due compensation.

M . lMatsuoka also gave the Council other reasons
I am therefore entitled to mention the application in explanatio f his overnment's attitud. will

of that rule, and, when I say that it was applied not dicuss them, as they have not been repeated
in anticipation, I do so in order to show that when, ere, and I only hope this discrepancy between the
one year afterwards, the Council adopted M. de arguments adduced in the Council and those
Broukere s reporht, it was with a full knowledge of adva-nced here is due to the fact that the Japanese
th'e facts that it drew up the rules I have just delegate is conscious that the reasons given before
mentioned; and it was equally with a full know- he Gouncil do not bear serious examination.
ledge of the facts that last year the Assembly, in
unanimously adopting the First Committee's report, Though I have specially drawn the Assembly's
confirmed those rules, as the rules are reproduced attention to these ideas, which I regard as of
in detail on page 2 of the report. fundamental importance, it was not in order to

Such is our jurisprudence. As my friend M. show that Japan has intentionally violated the
Benes~ pertinenltly rem~ark~ed ye~sterday, if the Covenant; I do not question the sincerity of her
Benes, pertinently remarked yesterday, if the statement that she believed herselfrto be faced.
question of self-defence really arose in this case, it
was because there were and had been hostile acts with imminent dange and considered that recourse
committed on the other side. Japan had serious Council would in the circmst shave

been useless. Japan has stated that she had notcause to complain of China's attitude, which was
characterised by the twofold fact of the unilateral deired the ater to velop to the extent it has ;
denunciation of treaties and the anti-foreign agi- she repeat that she did not and oes not want
tation which found expression in systematic bov- churia The fact remains, however, 
cotting organised or abetted by the Government. was mistaken in her appreciation o the facts, in

the scope of her obligations and in the possibilities
Those facts, attested by the Commission of of the League ; and I sincerely believe that it is

Enquiry, are, I think, uncontested and incontes- the duty of the Assembly to denounce her errors
table. They constitute a kind of aggression and a in order to prevent a recurrence of them in the
flagrant violation of international law. That is future.
the first point which must be emphasised ; but -
and this is t-he second point - were those facts What I wish especially to stress in this discussion
such as to create the imminent danger for Japan s that, in the explnaionshey gave us yester-
which would justify the plea of self-defence an day, neither of the two parties has shut the door
which alone could release her from the specific on conciliation. China has affirmed her willingness
obligations laid down in Article 1.2 and the following to submit observations in the event of Japan being
articles of the Covena nt?8 Was- the res ult-an, t disposed to agree to an arrangement; while Japan
danger so imminent that Jap'an could not, Ibefore has not ruled out the possibility of the Assembly
seeking to defend herself by force, appeal to the submitting suggestions for a friendly settlement,
League of Nations, as the gUnite Kingdomn did in and declares her readiness to do everythning in her
1927T That is a second point that must be borne power to co-operate with the League in promoting
in mind, the progress of China.

The Japanese representative said yesterday that When, at the beginning of this year, the Assembly
the United Kingdom had informed the League in dealt with the Shanghai affair, I expressed the
1927 because she was in a position to do so. She hope that it would not need to resort to Article 15,
had foreknowledge of the dangers to which she was para.graph 4, of the Covenant and that the appli-
exposed at Shanghai, whereas, according to A. cation of paragraph 3 would suffice. Events have
i[atsuoka, Japan was not in a position to take the justified my expectation, and I express the same
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hope to-day, and consider that the Assembly may with certain fundamental principles which always
succeed in laying the foundations of a friendly have been and always will be upheld by the Latin-
settlement acceptable to both parties, and thus American countries.
avoid the necessity of applying paragraph 4, accor- My excuse for taking part in the present discus-
ding to which it would have to publish a report sion is my desire to safeguard those postulates.
with recommendations to the parties. I will not indulge in needless repetition; on the

It is in the general interest, and naturally in other hand, I would not wish, by keeping silence,
the interests of both the parties concerned, that to allow the slightest doubt to subsist as to my coun-
they should give serious consideration to any appeal try's firm attachment to the principles on which
made by the Assembly to their sentiments of the Covenant of our League is based. That
moderation and goodwill; for I am firmly convinced attachment is firmer to-day than it has ever been.
that nothing but a friendly settlement of the in spite of all the difficulties with which we are
pispute can satisfactorily and permanently safeguard faced.
their legitimate interests. Eminent speakers have authoritatively empha-

sised from this platform the varied conclusions
The President: which law and policy entitle us to draw from the

admirable Lytton report. The work of the Com-
Translation : M. Matos, delegate of Guatemala, mission of Enquiry must, in my opinion, be regarded

will address the Assembly. as an essential factor in any subsequent decision
of the League. It constitutes, to a certain extent,

M. Matos (Guatemala.): an expression of average legal opinion, qualified
Translation: About year ago, I had occasion. by the concept and spirit of conciliation. That

t'mrcnslatio About a year ago, 1 had occasion spirit of conciliation seems to me to permeate
bto make Ca aremarks on the grave a confk e e- the report and to inspire its final conclusions, whichbetween China and Japan. I gave frank expres- e fu of wi and wide understanding.
sion to the anxiety felt by the small States at the are full of wisdom and wide understanding.devesion Itof the anxisputyel wytheich States ofa t bIf the spirit to which I refer inspires the futuredevelopment of a dispute which was of a parti- dcision of th sembly ll be happy to
cularly disquieting nature. I emphasised, above deisions of this Assembly, I shall be happy to
all, the consequences which this dispute wouldy cnribuin without, however,prodne the cneaer fnre anc I dre th^ unewounild losing sight of the absolute necessity of proclaimingproduce in the near future, and I drew thie Connell's
pdattention to the fact that, indr the coursenoflh urbi et orbi the compulsory and sacrosanct characterattention to the fact that, in the course of the
formal debate, arguments had been put forward o- the clause which insists that treaties must
and theses had been advanced clearly at varianceists that treaties be respected.

See Official Joural, December 1931, page 2380. (The Assembly rose at 12.45 p.m.)

TWELFTH PLENARY MEETING OF THE ASSEMBLY.

Wednesday, December 7th, 1932, at 3.30 p.m.

CONTENTS. this difference - we can now officially state that,
thanks to the able report of the Commission of

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT. Enquiry, the actual circumstances on which we
Continuation of the General Discussion. based our judgment have been confirmed by the

Speeches by M. Buero (Uruguay), M. Paul-Boncour Lytton Commission.
(France), Sir John Simon (United Kingdom),
M. Mooresco (Netherlands), M. Borberg (Denmark), There was however another consideration which
Baron Aloisi (Italy) and Baron von Neurathv another consideration which
(Germany). made me, as the representative of a small and

(Ge......_many)_____. distant South-American Power, hesitate to inter-
vene in this discussion. I have heard it said very

President: M. HYMANS. often that countries without extensive territorial
APPEAL OF THEE CHINESE GOVERNMENT: possessions, nor having a large army nor a consider-

GENE:RAL DISCUSSION (continuation). able population nor a large share in world trade,
can quite easily, without much danger to themselves,

The President stand up as the zealous champions of abstract
law and of the principles contained in the League

Translation: M. Buero, delegate of Uruguay, Covenant. From saying this to saying in effect
will address the Assembly. that these States should hold their peace is but

a step. I make the most express reservations
M. Blero (Uruguay): with regard to the justification for such a remark;
Translation: Only after great hesitation have I but that argument, I admit, does impose upon

decided to speak in this Assembly. In my view, us an attitude of caution in our analysis of the facts
the facts of the position are essentially the same n the conclusions we draw therefrom, especi-
as when I took part in the general discussion last ally as, in the event of our being called upon to
March, apart of course from the fact that the new co-operate in applying sanctions, the efficacy
Manchu State has been born and has been formally our international action would of course be purely
recognised by one- of the parties to the dispute. relative, though it would not be insignificant,
In other words, all the premises on which my has sometimes been alleged, because economic
speech of March 5th1 was based apply to-day, with sanctions resulting from a collective decision under

the Covenant can be applied to smaller States with
1 See Official Journal, Special Supplement No. 101, greater severity than to the great Powers which

page 57. possess internal resources for self-defence.
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On the other hand, silence would also have I would venture to remind you of Sir John
involved a heavy responsibility first, because it Simon's statement in the Assembly on March 7th,
might signify our tacit acquiescence in the policy 1932, 1 to the effect that the Members of the League
of the non-observance of international undertakings of Nations are under an obligation not to recognise
which we have regretfully noted in this dispute, any situation, treaty or agreement which may be
and might encourage other violations of inter- secured by methods at variance with the League
national treaties and pacts; secondly, because our Covenant - a statement which was favourably
silence to-day would deprive us of that moral received by our Assembly and later by the Govern-
authority without which we could hardly demand ment of the United States of America.
the application of the principles of the Covenant It is interesting to compare this statement of
in the - fortunately not very probable - event principle made on the occasion of the conflict in
of our having to appeal to the League in a dispute the Far East with that made by nineteen repre-
affecting ourselves directly. sentatives of American countries, including the

United States, at Washington, on August 3rd, 1932,Faced with this alternative I have decided to on the occasion of the dispute in the Northern
speak to-day, after carefully weighing the arguments Chaco. The analogy is striking. It would ill become
for and against and after coming to the conclusion me to stress this point, because it is quite clear.
that the Uruguayan representative ought to be The following is the substance of the statement
heard voicing his wholehearted approval of the made by the American countries:
considerations so ably put forward by M. Benes
yesterday afternoon. "The representatives of all the American

Republics assembled at Washington make the
I note that, as M. de Madariaga rightly said following declaration: that they are opposed

this morning, the question before us is fraught with to force and renounce force, both as a solution
the gravest consequences for the future of the whole of their controversies and as an instrument
League. of national policy in their mutual relations."

If, in justification of what is happening in the They add:
Far East, the peculiar position of those distant
countries of Asia is adduced as exempting them "The American nations further declare that
from the strict application of treaty law, on which they will not recognise any territorial arrange-
the Covenant, and especially Article 10, is based, ment of this controversy which has not been
what will be the position to-morrow when countries obtained by peaceful means, nor the validity
in other continents equally distant from Europe of the territorial acquisitions which may be
are compelled to ask the League for assistance? obtained through occupation or conquest by
A recent conflict proves that such a possibility force of arms."
may arise at any moment, which is one of the
reasons for the anxious interest that the Uruguayan The position of the representative of a small
delegate takes in the solution of the grave questions country has many disadvantages. It does, however,
of principle which have arisen in the present enable him to bear solely in mind the high purpose
conflict between China and Japan. of maintaintaining the confidence of the small States

in the sincerity and efficacy of the League.
If there is to be discrimination in each parti- At present, I can have no other purpose than

cular case with regard to the applicability or non- ths - a purpose which coincides, in its effects,
applicability of the provisions of the Covenant with the primacy of right, and is compatible withaethe deepest respect for both parties, to whosethen I think we shall be introducing an element respect for both parties, to whose
of uncertainty into international relations and energetic protests we have listened.will be I need hardly say how much the younger coun-our faith in the efficacy of the League will be I eed hardly say how much the younger coun-our faith in the efficacy of the League will be tries admire and respect the culture of China andconsiderably and legitimately shaken. I would ries admire and respect the ulture of hina and
even say that, if such a doctrine were accepted, Japan those old civilisaions which ave knownhow to combine the prestige of ancient wisdomthere would no longer be any valid reason why how to co ine the prestige of ancient wisdom
certain countries in other continents should con- ith t constantly renewed impulse of technical
tinue to be ~M~embers of the League. progress, to the admiration of the Western world.

In short, the Uruguayan delegation endorses
Fortunately, up to the present at least the League M Benes's conclusion that the Assembly should

has opposed any such discrimination with all its appoint Coneiliation Commission, composed on
power. We have proof of this in the constant a ufficiently wide asis to be able to survey
and patient efforts it has made since 1931 to arrive al y th e aspets of t e arasriv
at a settlement of the Sino-Japanese dispute-- a wise and equitable agreement be arrivedat a settlement of the Sino-Japanese dispute - at before the next session of the Assembly, so thata settlement which we hope it will secure by pacific e m e spare the painful duty of g g a
means, through the faithful application of thee spared the pa l dty o gvg adecision based strictly on the letter of the law.principles which are the bulwark of our League.ed stictly on the letter o thelaw.
We have another proof in the intervention of 
the League in the conflict between Bolivia and h Pres^idnt
Paraguay. Indeed, the Council of the League Translation:M.Paul-Boncour, delegate of France,
is increasing from day to day, under our very will address the Assembly.
eyes, the scope and force of its collaboration
with a view to the pacific settlement of that M. Paul-Boneour (France) 
dispute. It has not allowed itself to be dis-
couraged either by distance or by the vague Translation: I will not detain you long. Of
geography of the contested area. course there is much that I - like all of you -

should like to say; but, for the moment, my main
The two conflicts with which the League is now concern is that we should devise some plan of

dealing - one in the Far East and the other in effective action. Moreover, I have so often had
the Northern Chaco - may be compared in the occasion to state a view that is not merely mine,
light of certain declarations of principle which,
being analogous, are broadly applicable to both i See Official Journal, Special Supplement, No. 101,
cases, page 63.
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but that of the present Government, and that of the to maintain it, because the League possesses no
whole country as expressed under a number of collective means enabling it to do so, and in
successive Governments - I have had to do this concrete cases is inclined to show timidity in the
so often that it seems almost needless for me to recommendations it makes.
repeat it. My aim in this brief analysis of the situation is

not, I can assure you, to frighten you with a recital
The duration of this conflict, its comprehen-h the League with.2~ . 1 of these difficulties or to furnish the League with

siveness and its development notwithstanding the an excuse for inaction. On the contrary, my
League's efforts, fill with the deepest sorrow the opening words were intended to indicate what is
hearts of all friends of the League. Undoubtedly, involved, so that, realising the difficulties. we may
it supplies the League's enemies - and there are 
many in every country - with a ready handle for t betr e ab t mount t . Te A y
criticism and unjust attack. I always maintain may be sure that my country will afford you and

criticiem and unjust ai. is unjustifd. athe League, in its efforts to settle the Manchurian
that such pessimism is unaffair, the same support as she gave at the time

On March 3rd last, when, as President-in-Office when the Shanghai affair had to be settled. I am per-
of the Council, I opened this Special Assembly haps, more than any other, bound to refer to the
which is still in session, I pointed out that, according Shanghai affair, as a tribute to my colleagues, who,
to the Covenant itself, any conflict, in whatever for the several months during which I presided
part of the world it occurred, was the concern of over an extremely difficult period of the Council's
the whole League, and that admitted failure on work, never failed to afford me their assistance.
the part of the League, in whatever region of the To-day, the main contribution I desire to make to
world, would create a jurisprudence that would our joint effort is, with all seriousness and respect,
mark the beginning of the League's abdication of to draw your attention to the question of method.
its functions. But, I emphasised no less strongly Where do we stand in this matter? What point
that people were going rather too far when they have we reached?
inferred, from the undoubted difficulties we are through the whole
now experiencing, that the League would display history of this conflict we are endeavouring to
the same slowness and, to a certain extent, the se. The entire history of the ase is set out in
same powerlessness if similar events were ever to what consider to be a perfectly objective manner
occur in Europe. n the Commission of Enquiry's report. I shall

Unfortunately in this, the first great conflict it have occasion to refer to that report again, because
was called upon to solve, the League found itself I think it ought to form the centre and pivot of
confronted with a whole host of complexities such our discussions. For the moment, I turn to that
as could not be matched in any other part of the sad moment of history, doubly sad for us, the
globe. In saying that, I was referring not merely to anniversary of which we shall shortly be com-
distance or to geographical conditions, though memorating. On December 10th it will be just one
these are practical considerations which cannot be year since M. Aristide Briand (whom it has been
ignored. No, I was referring to the special and my great privilege to succeed as permanent French
peculiar circumstance that one of the parties delegate to the League) achieved a triumph of
possesses in the territory of the other, not merely tenacious good-humour, by inducing the Council
interests, but rights, rights conferred by treaties, and the disputants to accept the idea of sending
which must here, as elsewhere, be respected, and out a Commission of Enquiry. I will read the
respected by both parties because they are the passage in which he commented on that result,
rule of international law. These rights, I said, because I feel that it expresses better than anything
were rights of ownership, rights amounting almost else the continuous line of policy adopted by France
to sovereignty, since they embodied one charac- in this matter l
teristic of sovereignty - namely, the right to
maintain armed forces. That situation of itself " Except in the case of an express stipulation
made it most difficult to draw a definite line in treaties in force, the Covenant of the League
between the respective rights of the two parties. of Nations does not authorise a State, however

It must also be borne in mind, I added that the well founded its grievances against another State,
I to seek redress by methods other than the

other country was in the throes of one of those to seek redress by methods other than the
fundamental changes that mark the transition of pacif methods set forth i Artle 12 of the
a State from one form of government to another. Covenant. For Members of the League, that
The very extent of the country and the antiquity is a fundamental principle, in he same way as
of its civilisation made it certain that the change the crupulous respect for all treaty oblga-
would be accompained by upheavals with almost tions' on which such stress has rightly been laid
endless repercussions. My observations on this in the Preamble to the Covenant. These two
subject did not in any way - far from it - imply principles are of eual value. Any infringement
adverse criticism, or even scepticism as to the final of either lays a grave responsibility on Members
result of this evolution, which has all my sympathy Of the League."
and that of my country. But, undeniably, this
evolution has momentarily caused a degree of One of the members of this Commission of
trouble and disorder such as may well cause anxiety Enquiry appointed by M. Briand, in accordance
to those who possess interests and treaty rights in with the mandate he received under the decision of
the country; so much so that they have been led, December 1Oth, was a very distinguished citizen of
in defence of those interests or rights, to exceed a great conmtry which is interested in the present
their rights and take certain steps which we have dispute, but is not a Member of the League. The high
to consider to-day and that have been brought to character, the qualifications and the signal ability
our notice under Article 15 of the Covenant. of the five members of the Commission of Enquiry

were, from the outset, a guarantee of the manner
A third difficulty - not, I admit, peculiar to in which they would accomplish their mission.

the present dispute- is the constitutional weak- They have fulfilled that mission with scrupulous
ness of the League itself. When order, based on care and attention to detail in the midst of
the free play of reciprocal interests and respect for
treaties, needs to be maintained, the country
concerned is obliged to employ its own resources See Official Journal, December 1931, page 2378.
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numerable difficulties and even, sometimes, dan- I believe that, in fact, when such heavy responsi-
gers. Their conscientious investigations, which our bilities fall upon a community, it is necessary to
impatience to achieve results has at times led us to take stock of what has already been achieved, not
believe were proceeding too slowly, have resulted to try to continue building, but to tread in the
in - to my mind - an extremely clear, substan- footsteps of those who have gone before us, and
tiated and impartial report. I do not think anyone that, when, after one year - and what an instruc-
could say that the Commission has examined the tive and melancholy year! - a Commission,
problem from one point of view only. On the having worked under conditions that command
contrary, it has, I think, most faithfully delineated our respect and appreciation, submits a report to
the various aspects of the case and allocated the us, we are bound to pay due heed to its conclusions.
responsibilities.

This report was submitted to the Council. The If our endeavours to bring about conciliation
Council, as was natural, felt that it should be fail, and we are forced to make the report prescribed
communicated immediately to the Special Assembly, in Article 15, that would be all the more reason
to which the whole question had been duly referredstane of that reort should be based
under previous resolutions, in accordance with our wy detailed discussion of the conclusions of theon a detailed discussion of the conclusions of the

Wrules of procedure. ta tedicsonofts Lytton report and the final view we form of them,
While not suggesting that the discussions of this after the parties concerned have been heard.

session should be confined to the report - since
we are free to conduct our discussions as we think
fit - I think it does afford a solid basis for our What I mean is this : I venture to say that, as
debates. It consists of two parts. The first con- far as I can see, in spite of the explanations - very
tains a description of what has occurred and complete, interesting and at times moving- given
provides a very definite and valuable groundwork by the parties, we have not yet had any close or
for the Assembly's decision; the second part - exhaustive discussion of the actual conclusions of
-- the conclusions - contains suggestions for the report. Nevertheless, a detailed discussion-
reaching a settlement. From these suggestions, either in the Assembly or in some smaller body
which are supported by a wealth of data, there such as the Committee of Nineteen (I leave that
emerges the general idea that the future regime point to the experience of the Bureau)- not merely
should be neither a return to the status quo ante of the report as a whole, but of each of its conclu-
(which the Commission regarded as a hotbed of sions, will, I believe, provide us with a basis for
possible disputes) nor the continuance of the the work of conciliation first, and then, if necessary,
present situation. for the recommendation by the Assembly.

I think we should be wise to adopt the definite
basis supplied by this report when we come to
formulate our conclusions with regard to both The President
tasks which have devolved upon us: that of conci-
liation in the first place, and then the final report, Translation : Sir John Simon, delegate of the
in the sense indicated in paragraph 4 of Article 15, United Kingdom, will address the Assembly.
which, however, we shall prepare only if our efforts
at conciliation meet with no success. J ( ed ingdom). After

We should note, as a valuable guide, that M. Bene, th series of interesting speeches which have
in his most eloquent speech yesterday, and M. Motta been made b so many of my colleagues, with the
this morning- and the fact of this coincidence oi sentiments of which I find myself in large agree-
view between two men who have for so long been ment, I do not wish to ccupy the time of the
affording the League the benefit of their valuable Assembly at any great length, but I feel that
help and their wide experience is of immense signi- y colleagues will wish to hear the views which
ficance - very rightly divided the Assembly's are expressed here on behalf of the Government
tasks into two : the first an inevitable duty, while I represent.
the second we hope not to have to fulfil.

As regards the immediate and urgent task of
conciliation, I agree with M. Motta that our efforts Let me begin by expressing my warm agreementLet me begin by expressing my warm agreement

might become lost in the clouds if not based on a with those who have poken in terms of high
minimum of principle. I listened to - and indeed admiration of this remarkable report. Its form,
have re-read - that passage of M. BeneB's speech its spirit, the effort which is manifest on every
in which he said that our first duty was to address page to pronoue an honest and impartial judg-
an urgent appeal to the parties. I agree; but I ment, are a model for all such efforts in the future.

thin that appeal would have greter weight if, a Whether we agree with its conclusions or its details
M. Motta said this morning (I will quote his very in this or thatrepect I think we shall be entirely
terms), the Assembly established beforehand cer-at onein anowledginghowfortunatethe League

^tamr rules, defined certain principles and laid down has been to obtain the services of these five gentle-

certain fundamental premises, which would form men to pt before us this unanimous report
bosth a frameworl for such negotiations as might The quite exceptional authority of the document
be possible on an equitable moral basis and a , 1ibe possible on an equitable moral basis and a is, of course, greatly increased by the circumstance
guarantee of the character of such negotiation. not only that it i a unanimous report, but that

it represents the unanimous view of five men
I shall make only one observation on this subject. he unanou e ve me

Without overlooking the first part of the report, drawn from five different nations, approachin
which deals with the past and with recent or remote the slbject-matter from special angles, and none
responsibilities, I think it would be desirable to | the less reaching conclusions in which they all join.
take as our basis the second part -- in which
the Commissioners make far-reaching constructive We, the delegates at the League of Nations, are
proposals as to what might be done- and draw entitled to say that this report, as M. Politis
from it suggestions to be submitted to the parties. said this morning, is due to the League, is an
Even in our task of conciliation, the conclusions of achievement of the League and could not have come
the report should not, I think, be left out of account into existence without the League. If we look
as one factor of the problem. back over the history of the world and think how

When I said just now that I proposed to discuss difficult it is for us to determine with approximate
mainly the question of method, I said so because accuracy the circumstances which have surrounded
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many historic conflicts, we see how much we gain myself on the report, on page 18 of which I read
as an international institution by having the -after reference to the Washington Conference
unanimous Lytton report. of 1922-

There are two features of the report to which ". . China might have made more sub-
I would beg leave to direct attention. I will stantial progress in the ten years that have
not discuss its details, but there are two broad since elapsed had she continued to follow that
features, not always observed but very important, road. She has only been hampered by the
in my opinion, to which we should direct our virulence of the anti-foreign propaganda which
attention before we come to make use of the report. has been pursued. In two particulars has this

'I The first is that one of the greatest services been carried so far as to contribute to the creation
which the Lytton Commission has rendered is that of the atmosphere in which the present conflict
it has brought out the really complicated character arose - namely, the use made of the economic
of the Manchurian problem. May I be permitted boycott, to which reference s made in Chap-
to read the following passage from page 126 of ter VII, and the introduction of anti-foreign
the report ? propaganda into the schools."

the- i s i e in Approaching the report as I do withian immense
..the issues involved in this conflict respect for its authors, for their diligence, devotion

are not as simple as they are often represented and sacrifice and recogniing a I do the manifest
to be. They are, on the contrary, exceedingly care with which they have endeavoured to express
complicated, and only an intimate knowledge themselves in measured and just language, I think
of all the facts, as well as of their historical ts rigt that we should bear in mind that theit is right that we should bear in mind that the
background, should entitle anyone to express second feature in the report, to which I have
a definite opinion upon them. This is not alluded, is really there - that is to say, the report
a case in which one country has declared war is not a one-sided document, but is a document
on another country without previously exhaust- which calls attention to difficulties that arise
ing the opportunities for conciliation provided both on one side and the other.
in the Covenant of the League of Nations.in ther Covenantasim e of the v iLeague of otios. I take leave to say that no fair account of the
Neither is it a simple case of the violation of contents of this report can be given which does
the frontier of one country by the armed forces not include the description of the deplorable
of a neighbouring country, because in Manchuria condition of Manchuria in Chapter II and the
there are many features without an exact objective account of the anti-foreign boycott in
parallel in other parts of the world." Chapter VII.

For my part and on behalf of my Government,
Let me be entirely plain. The complications I associate myself entirely with what was so well

in this question do not in the least affect our duty said yesterday by M. Benes, when he observed
to act with justness and fairness to all according that he did not desire to be the judge on either
to the principles for which the League stands, side; because after you have read this report
but, before we can so act, it is essential that we and have given all fair allowance to what is said
should appreciate the truly complicated character on one side or the other, a fact emerges which
of the problem ' and, as my friend M. Paul-Boncour deeply concerns the League of Nations.
said just now, if you were to set yourself the pro- Apart from particular instances, apart from
blem of finding some spot on the surface of the disputed paragraphs, the serious fact for us is this:
earth where you might set the League of Nations that when this unhappy dispute reached its climax,
a difficult task, you would choose a place in which th methods of the League were not employed.
you had so strange and unusual a combination That is the central fact for us, and it is therefore,
of claims and authorities as exists in this land of as I conceive it, our duty as Members of the League
Manchuria. to defend its Covenant and to see as far as we can

My second observation about the report is this: that League methods are employed in future cases.
I would wish to point out that, contrary to the We, as I conceive it, are primarily concerned with
impression which exists in many quarters, this the influence which the example and practice of
report does not give a one-sided account, painting the League can exert ; and we must use it now, as
everything black on the one side and presenting best we can, to improve the existent situation.
it in spotless raiments of white on the other. It We must do so -we must enter on that task -
makes a measured criticism of both the side of with a full appreciation of the seriousness of the
China and that of Japan. Japan does not accept consequences to the future of the League if we find
every statement in the report; neither does China. ourselves unable to do so.
For example, we have heard on behalf of China I therefore put to myself - and I put to my
the existence of an anti-foreign feeling warmly colleagues, with great respect - this question:
challenged, and yet this report draws the conclusion How can that objective best be pursued Here
on that matter that such a movement undoubtedly again the Lytton report gives us some guidance,
exists. though you may perhaps say that it is only negative

It is useless for us to continue to have contro- guidance. On page 127 there is the passage already
versy about this or that item; the broad situation quoted in which these five Commissioners report
is what we have to examine; and it is the broad
situation in which, as I have pointed out, we are " A mere restoration of the status quo ante
invited to observe the complexity of the problem would be no solution."
and in which we are presented with what I have
called a measured criticism of both sides. And they give us their reason. It is well worth

while to consider what is the reason. They say:
The account that is given in the earlier chapters

of this report of the conditions that were prevailing " Since the present conflict arose out of the
in Manchuria, and indeed in most of China, in conditions prevailing before last September (they
recent years, makes sorry reading. The report mean September 1931), to restore these condi-
points out that, after the Washington Conference tions would merely be to invite a repetition of
of 1922, when so striking an effort was made to the trouble. It would be to treat the whole
start China on the road of international co-opera- question theoretically and to leave out of account
tion, a deterioration has taken place. I base the realities of the situation."
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Now, I believe that, while we all firmly hold by because it is the very basis upon which international
the principles and the ideals of the League, we co-operation is founded. We are not at liberty to
sincerely wish to act in this matter as practical men. disregard it. We are bound to sustain it.
We must concern ourselves with the realities. As
I have said, neither side very willingly accepts the All I say in conclusion is this, that we must seek
report in its entirety. We do not blame them for a practical solution. The League of Nations, I
that. It is very difficult indeed for one of the two beleve, can do much, if it acts wisely and prudently,
parties in any controversy to recognise that there to promote a settlement.
should be some qualification of its point of view.
But we must do what we can, with firmness but When I speak of a practical solution, perhaps
with complete friendliness to both sides, to put you will allow me to make one more quotation
this report to good use and to draw from its pages from this report. On page 127, when these five
the inference of conciliation. For my part, I Commissioners reach the end of their task and
agree with what Dr. Lange said yesterday- that we when they are considering the advice which they
cannot do other than proceed upon the broad basis will tender to this Assembly, when they are dis-
of history and fact which are contained in this cussing the prospects of settlement, they make
report, and especially in the first eight chapters. this observation:
I do not expect every individual to accept it all as
holy writ. Human frailty will always make mis-
takes, but if we are going to act as practical people, "Criticism alone will not accomplish this;
we must have a basis, and I can see no basis except there must also be practical efforts at conci-
that which this report provides. We must stand liation."
by the principles of the League, and stand by them
not for the purpose of reproaching others in lan-
guage of superiority, which is so easy, but in a The suggestions at the end of the report, to which
spirit of friendliness and comradeship we must my distinguished colleague M. Paul-Boncour has
promote conciliation. just alluded, are suggestions which the authors

of the report claim are put forward for securing,
I have hed s g sd a t d t - consistently with justice and peace, the permanent

I have heard something sad about direct nego-interests of China and Japan in Manchuria. I
tiations between the parties. Well, if direct

wish to say quite specifically for my Governmentnegotiations give promise of good results, surely that to sy ited singdofi Government will co-
we should encourage them by every means in our operae to the utost its power with the other
power. But the organs of the League may be Membe o the ost of its power with the otherpower. But the organs of the League may be 1Members of the League of Nations (includingable, and I believe they will be able, to assist in bo C Jap an) in seeking, in the wod
the work of conciliation. I will make a very bold b th i a a apa i seei in tour debt w
observation, and hope I have not produced any used by the first speaker in our debate - thediplomaticinconvenien It seem oto me thaty delegate of the Irish Free State - a solution equi-
diplomatic inconvenience. It seems to me athate i s c d w table to all the interests concerned, which mightthe Committee, to which I suppose these mattersct and remove themay be r e a m , w d be terminate the present conflict and remove themay be referred at some stage, would be morepossibility of future antagonismpossibility of future antagonism.effective for this purpose if means could be found
to add to it a representative from each of two great
countries vitally interested in the Far East which Forgive me if, in a concluding word, I too dwell
are not themselves Members of the League of upon the gravity of the task before us. This
Nations - namely, the United States of America League of Nations is the hope of the world; it
and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics. is the instrument by which the post-war world

seeks to apply in practice the ideal of substituting
international co-operation for national rivalry.

Now let us consider what prospects we have of Then the responsibility that rests upon our
making our conciliation useful having regard to shoulders, if we are trying to conciliate, is tremen-
the attitude of the parties. I recall with very great dous. No one can conciliate who is not concilia-
satisfaction the declaration that was made by the tory. We must act and speak with the restraint
distinguished representative of Japan, M. Matsuoka, in our judgment, with the respect for the feelings
before the Council the other day when he said that of others with the recognition of the pride which
Japan has been a good and loyal Member of the mounts in every patriotic man's breast when his
League and that Japan wishes to do all that she country's action is under criticism; but, at the
can to preserve that attitude and to deserve that same time, we affirm attachment to the principles
reputation. That is very good. I believe that of the League. By that means we may hope
that is the spirit which we would wish to welcome to justify the usefulness of this great society, by
and to make use of. promoting reconciliation between two great nations

-- both of them friends of ours -- who ought
For myself, I speak on behalf of a country, and to reach a friendly settlement with each other.

a Government, which has always been and will
continue to be a loyal Member of the League. The Meditating on this matter as I sat in my place
principle by which I stand here is that my country here to-day I recalled the famous passage pro-
desires to act as a loyal Member of the League. nounced at a critical moment in the history of a
There is no difference in this connection - forgive great people, which applies most strangely to this
me for saying so- between what are sometimes situation. You recall the words of Abraham
called the small States and the great Powers. There Lincoln in his second inaugural address, when he
is a difference, no doubt, in this way, that the great declared:
Powers, by the very circumstance of their position,
may have upon their shoulders the greatest respon-
sibilities and the largest risks, but, so far as the " . . With malice towards none; with
desire and the determination to act as loyal Mem- charity for all; with firmness in the right as God
bers of the League of Nations are concerned, for gives us to see the right, let us strive to finish
all of us alike the Covenant of the League of Nations the work we are in; . . . to do all which may
is our constitutional law. It is the reason why we achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace
are here; it is the fundamental law; it cannot be among ourselves, and with all the nations of
set aside by some light or thoughtless gesture, the world."
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The President: and the second is that, pending a final settlement
in accordance with the treaties, no Member of the

Translation v M. iMoresco, delegate of the Nether- League may recognise the Manchukuo without
lands, will address the Assembly. infringing Article 10 of the Covenant.

M. Moresco (Netherlands): The Presidelnt:

Translation: After the speeches we have heard Translation: M. Borberg, delegate of Denmark
yesterday and to-day, I, as representative of the will address the Assembly.
Netherlands, have only a short statement to make. Borberg (Denmark)
I should like to say in the first place that we enak
entirely associate ourselves with the ideas under- Translation: I can be very brief, because I
lying several of those speeches, in particular those think no one has any doubt regarding the attitude
of the delegates of Norway, Sweden and Switzer- of Denmark in this dispute. But I should not
land, and of others too; and also to associate like the silence of the Danish delegation to be in
myself with the tribute paid on all sides to the any way taken to mean that we regard as no concern
Commission of Enquiry for its report, furnishing of ours the present conflict and its solution on which
as it does a statement of an extremely complicated depends not only peace in the Far East, but, to a
situation as shrewd as it is impartial. Must we large extent, the future of the League itself.
adopt that report now? Must we accept the I do not propose to examine in detail the findings
statements of fact it contains and its account of of the Commission of Enquiry. I concur, generally
the history of the dispute, or even simply its speaking, with the tribute which so many speakers
conclusions Were we to do so, we should be in a - and, particularly this morning, the Swiss delegate
position to come to a decision as to the substance of - have paid to the impartiality of its report.
the dispute itself. The facts are there, set forth From the findings of that report, the Assembly
with all possible clearness. must, on the basis of the League Covenant, evolve

The principles on which we ought to judge them its conclusions. The Covenant, which is a legal
are well known. On several occasions, the Assembly document, can be interpreted in different ways.
has formulated those principles in an eminently It is possible to respect the spirit of the Preamble-
clear manner and they have been stated from a spirit of peace, law and co-operation - and, at
this very platform. Several speakers have already the same time, to turn the wording inside out in
given their views, and we appear to be in a position such a way as to extract all possible benefits there-
to come to a decision now on most of the essential from, ensure for oneself the greatest freedom of
questions. On the occasion of the incident of action and release oneself from one's obligations
September 18th, 1931, were the Japanese acting by various subtle interpretations of the text. The
in self-defence? If so, have they not subsequently value of the Covenant therefore depends upon the
exceeded the limits of self-defence? Can the boy- spirit in which it is interpreted. The Covenant is
cott, as applied by the Chinese, be regarded as a a chain linking all States together, and each State
peaceful weapon? And so on. It will probably is, by its signature and honour, responsible for the
be found, too, that on more than one occasion maintenance of its own particular link.
the party originally in the right has put itself We realise that the situation in the Far East is
in the wrong by abusing that right. very complex, making it difficult, if not impossible,

The Netherlands delegation considers that it would to secure a solution on what may be called classic
be better not to come to a decision immediately lines, which have been followed for the settlement
on those points. We are still at the phase of certain political conflicts in Europe, with which
described in Article 15, paragraph 3, of the Covenant the League has dealt. But, as a representative
-that is to say, we must endeavour to effect a of a small country, I insist that, whatever solution
settlement of the dispute. If our efforts fail and is found for the present conflict, that solution must
paragraph 4 has consequently to be applied, we respect the fundamental principles of the Covenant.
shall be obliged to make a report containing, The complexity of the situation - a complexity
not only recommendations for solutions, but also which has been brought home with even greater
-I quote the words of the Covenant- a state- force by the Commission of Enquiry's report -
ment of the facts of the dispute. The future should not dismay us, nor should we be alarmed
alone is our concern for the moment, and if we suc- by our common task. We can none of us shirk it.
ceed in bringing about an agreement between the The Danish delegation appeals to both parties to
parties to the dispute, we shall have done much for resolve that neither shall show itself to be the
the peace of the world and for the honour of the weakest link in the chain.
League. What we have to do now is to determine
how this action is to be taken in order to obtain our The P
object. The Committee of Nineteen will probably Translation : Baron Aloisi, delegate of Italy,
be considered the most appropriate body, if the will address the Assembly.
parties for the dispute, and perhaps also the two
great countries non-members of the League which aro los (Italy)
are interested in the question, can be induced to Translation: Allow me to address you shortly
collaborate. and simply, without going into questions of a

Moreover, it would perhaps be well to follow general character. These, though interesting, may
the precedent established in the Shanghai affair be regarded as less urgent than the present situa-
and to request the countries having consular tion, which we must meet in a practical spirit,
representatives at Mukden and at Kharbin to determined to find a solution.
instruct those representatives to meet in com- There is no point in speaking of our fidelity to
tittee so that, by means of periodical reports to the Covenant, for all the States are bound thereto,

the Secretary-General, they may be able to keep us and the League cannot, without great harm, be
informed of what is happening in that part of the divided into believers and non-believers. The
world. obligations of the Covenant must be loyally res-

What we have to do now, therefore, is to adopt peeted by all. Though differences of opinion may,
a resolution on procedure, but on two conditions or do, exist in regard to particular methods of
affecting the substance of the question: the first action, no such differences can possibly be tolerated
of these conditions is that the Commission's report as regards our loyalty to the duties incumbent on
must serve as a basis for the efforts at conciliation, us all.
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May I also tell you quite frankly that I consider that conception should enable us to envisage the
it undesirable to attempt to draw a distinction possibility of a solution based on realities.
between greater and smaller Powers, as though ...between greater and smaller Powers, as though I will simply point out here that the Commission's
one of these categories might have an interest inone ofending an uholing the Cohve an t which dif- proposals are consistent with the picture of events
defending and upholding the Covenant which dif- in hia give in the epot. f, therefore, thefrom the interest of the other category. The in China given in the report. If, therefore, the
fered from the interest of the other category. .Tlhefered from the interest of the other catediscussion shows that that picture is accurate,
League is not an association based on force, but an we ma I think also reard the Comission's
association for collaboration; and we should endea-g a a your to find a solution based on common aims and proposals as a useful basis for arriving at a settle-vour to find a solution based on common aims and "
on the facts of the situation, and not in a form
which might lead to the creation of different or At present, I think it is necessary to note that
differently grouped tendencies. neither Japan nor China has rejected the idea

of opening negotiations, and that we may therefore
In the present case, I think it would be contrary consider the possibility of arriving at a settlement

to common sense to deny the substance of what by that means.
was said yesterday by the representatives of certain
European States. The Sino-Japanese dispute has As regards our work of conciliation, we need not
been and is one of the most serious episodes which adopt the suggestions of the Lytton report as
have occurred in recent years. Wherever the constituting absolutely rigid rules, but rather as
responsibilities for the dispute may lie, the fact a starting-point for this settlement of the Sino-
remains that it has put the elasticity and flexibility Japanese conflict which will be reached with
even of the clauses of the Covenant to a severe the help of the League. In my opinion, it is within
test. That flexibility was intended and, I may say, th scope of that settlement that the most delicate
wisely intended, by the founders of the League. problem of all - that of Manchuria - must be
Their object was to allow the free development of approached. On that point, the Assembly has
the activities of States without resort to those already taken a decision.
extreme measures which the League is called upon If we assume that the settlement of the Sino-
to take in the event of a violation of the Covenant. Japanese dispute is to be based on the Lytton
This flexibility, I repeat, has been put to a very report and reached by negotiations between China
severe test; but that does not justify our proceeding and Japan, we must obviously agree that the future
to conclusions not based on a sense of realities or international position of Manchuria cannot be
the responsibility of Government representatives. contemplated until a Sino-Japanese agreement
The latter are called upon, not to establish academic has been concluded.
principles, but to discover a solution based on
realities. That is what world public opinion Our task to-day is to halp to bring about that
demands. agreement, and, in my view, our action must

be based on the fact that we are to facilitate this
What is the reality of the situation as I see it? rapprochement between China and Japan rather
From the outset of the dispute the League has than concern ourselves with more or less theoreticalFrom the outset of the dispute the Leaguehas cooperations regarding our own responsibility.

I conceive, put on one side any purely theoretical conseraons regarding our own responsveaiit,solo . s pThat responsibility is clear vis-a-vis the Covenant,
solution; its primary endeavour has been to estea- but we cannot s6cquit ourselves of it by mereblish a series of facts which might serve as a solid we an nod act ut statelves Of it by merl
basis for its action. That is the origin of the Coim-rgid and abstract statements. We shall nt tacquit ourselves of it until we have contributedmission of Enquiry sent to China and of its report. aour t ntl e e connited ti

I<~~~~ ~~our part towards a settlement recognised as satis-

Desiring as it does to bring about conciliation factory by the State which appealed to us.
between the two parties, and not desiring itself That country stands to-day at one of the most
to take a decision in regard to a difference which difficult periods in her history, and we all wish
affects those two parties directly, the League has, her to enter upon a stage of consolidation and of
from the outset, devoted its efforts to harmnonising stability which will bring her the prosperity that
the interests of Japan with those of China, should be hers and will ensure for ourselves all the

e L n r t is b d f b t requisite conditions of security in our relations
The Lyton thatre i sdea. Whle bging a vy detad with her. I say that because it is in the interest

and comlete picture of the sgiving tuatn ir ail d of us all to see China succeed in organising herself,
and complete picture of the situation in China and account tha interest, no less thnof the events in Manchuria it further suggests and it is on account of that interest, no less thanof the events in Manchuria, it further suggests mpathy we feel for people withof the natural sympathy we feel for people with
a solution which is in complete accordance with 
the fundamental idea of arriving at an agreement a very acient cisn to thse suggestis thebp o conci-give special attention to those suggestions in the
between China and Japan on certain bases of conci- report of the ommission which relate to the generalreport of the Commission which relate to the general

liation proposed by the Leageco-operation of the Powers in China - co-operation,
The discussion which has taken place during I would add, which is primarily of advantage

the last few days in the Council and later in the to China herself
Assembly has not to my mind modified in any We should be sorry if the solution found for the
way the situation as portrayed in the Commission's Chinese question were only a partial one. China
report; nor has it shown that the solutions pro- herself cannot desire such a thing. The Lytton
posed therein are unrealisable. The report draws report, by also elucidating that aspect of the pro-
a picture of the situation as a whole, and it is as blem, points out the way we must follow as regards
a whole that the situation should be considered. future developments and in order to lay down
We cannot split it up into fragments, examine bases of stability and co-operation on which to
the fragments separately and draw conclusions found peace in the Far East. That peace will
from each; for such conclusions, being isolated need long preparatory work. We hope it will
from the facts as a whole, can only be arbitrary. begin on a twofold basis - agreement between

China and Japan and the co-operation of theThere are undeniably facts which are open to and Japan and he o-operation of the
question, but we are not here to establish a gospel Powers with Chia.
version of events in China or to pass judgment. In appointing a Commission of Enquiry, we
We are here to form a definite conception of the fashioned the first instrument of international
situation, so far as that is humanly possible: and co-operation for the settlement of the problems
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before the Assembly. That instrument has answered governing the relations between the two parties 
the needs of the first stage of those problems, a system in which sovereign rights and contractual
a stage at which the factors for the formation rights overlap and cut across one another.
of a judgment of the question had to be deter-
mined. We have now entered a new stage, and I f his conflic of ineress beween the two
am wondering whether we could not accordingly n t teret etee the t
set up a League organ once again to deal wih the special characterof he existing
this new stage. legal system are the cause of the difficulty of

arriving at an equitable solution, they are also, in
The simplest solution would of course be to my view, an indication of the general direction in

transform the Lytton Commission. But if, in which such a solution must be sought. If we are
order to mark the differences in the character and to be equal to our task, the League must not, in
powers of the two organs, a different solution is its efforts to find a solution of the conflict, merely
preferred, we shall not object, provided that no approach the question on the basis of more or less
change is made in the fundamental idea-- abstract principles, but must, on the contrary,
namely, the international character of the new evolve a constructive plan which will effectively
Commission we appoint, to which, in our opinion, dispose of the dispute and prevent any further
the United States and the Union of Soviet Socialist conflicts arising in that part of the world.
Republics might be asked to appoint representa-
tives.

I am not here concerned to make any concrete
proposals for a constructive plan of that kind, but

The President: I should like to give expression in this connection
Translation: Baron von Neurath, delegate of to a few general considerations on which we should,

Germany, will address the Assembly. I think, base our treatment of the problem. In the
present case, as in any similar case where impor-
tant national interests clash, the League must

Baron von Neurath (Germany): fully recognise the vital forces which inspire
nations and the natural trend of their development,

Translation: In the discussions which have and appreciate them at their true value. The
taken place on the Manchurian dispute in the e League must not be blind to such vital developments
Council, the Special Assembly and the Committees, a those which, according to the evidence before
the representatives of the German Government us. have manifested themselves in Manchuria during
have, since the first speech by the German repre- the last few decades. On the other hand, the
sentative on the Council on September 22nd, 1931,1 League must not simply give free reign to such
consistently stressed Germany's particular interest, developments but must try to divert them into
as a country which has disarmed, that the Leae peaceful channels, so as to ensure that the use of
of Nations should prove able to effect a peaceful military force is definitely superseded as an
settlement of every international dispute. obsolete method.

Speaking as I am at a time when we are face to
face with this conflict in all its implications and In my opinion, it is not necessary, in striving to
details, I must first draw your attention to an attain this object, to discover fr-reching or nvel
aspect of the problem which may appear purely legal systems. All that is necessary is that the
retrospective. Germany, when collaborating in the Governments should rally round the principles of
League, has always been at particular pains to the Covenant and of thePact of Paris and should
promote the peaceful settlement of inter-State decide to apply them in the spirit in which they
disputes in such a way as to obviate the possibility were conceived. It is true that the political and
of the use of military methods, by means of such economic interests of the different Members of
specific obligations on the part of the various the League in Far-Eastern countries vary in extent.
countries as would certainly prove of practical Nevertheless, in so far as the position of the events
effect in the event of a disputeg. cin the Far East constitute a threat to the peace of

The conflict in Manchuria proves only too clearly the world, they concern equally intensely and
the justice of that doctrine, as I believe that our directly all the Members of the League. They have,
experience last year showed everyone how therefore, the same interest and duty to contribute
enormously difficult the League's task becomes from towards the establishment of a friendly under-
the moment that military methods are employed standing between the two countries concerned and
in the course of a dispute. Admitted that this thus eliminate the threat to the peace of the world.
consideration does not constitute a direct contri-
bution to the solution of the problem, it should at I need hardly sreshe decisive importance of
least be borne in mind so that the necessary con- this conflict, which greatly transcends the imme-
clusions may be drawn from it for the future. die iteres of he two States concerned and

The admirable report of the Commission of affects the whole future of the League, its prestige
Enquiry of the League, for which I should like and the possibilities of its effective action. It is
sincerely to thank the President and members of perhaps not due to pure chance that the League is
that Commission, states, as the British delegate now entering upon a doubly critical phase of its
pointed out, that the Manchurian dispute is not a development. Side by side with the Manchurian
case of the declaration of war by one country on dispute, there is another problem which is arousing
another in violation of the provisions of the Covenant, the concern of the whole world and calls for an
or a simple case of the violation of a frontier by urgent solution at Geneva. That other problem
the armed forces of a neighbouring country. has not been discussed in this Assembly; but the
According to the report of the Commission of study of the Manchurian conflict compels us to
Enquiry, we are faced rather with a case the peculiar keep in our minds, side by side with the general
character of which lies in the fact that the conflict considerations to which I have just alluded, a
of political, economic and social forces and interests fundamental truth: if we really wish to create an
has led, in Manchuria, to a clash which has been effective guarantee that future disputes will no
too much for the very complicated legal system longer lead to violent solutions, but will, on the

contrary, be made the subject of just and equitable
1 See Official Journal, December 1931, page 2272. solutions without the use of military force, and if
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we desire to strengthen the authority of the League In conclusion, I should like to add this: the
so that it may fulfil its high mission, we must pro- British delegate, in his speech, suggested the desi-
vide for the complete perequation of military forces. rability of securing, at a later stage of the proceed-
That is the first necessary condition of any effective ings, the co-operation of representatives of the
measures to ensure the pacific settlement of dis- United States of America and the Soviet Union.
putes and a condition without which any legal With that suggestion, I can wholeheartedly associate
methods of whatever kind must remain problema- myself.
tical. If further proof of this were needed, it has
been furnished by recent events in the Far East. (The Assembly rose at 6.50 p.m.)

THIRTEENTH PLENARY MEETING OF THE ASSEMBLY.

Thursday, December 8th, 1932, at 10.30 a.m.

CONTENTS. is uncertainty as to the future. What is the good
of an economic conference, even if it solves all the

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT. problems put to it, and brings about the cancella-
Continuation of the General Discussion. tion of war debts, a more equitable distribution

Speeches by Cemal HUSNt Bey (Turkey) and of gold, and the abolition of Customs barriers,
M. PANI (Mexico). if man is still haunted by the fear of a possible

outbreak of violence? How can we hope for
APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT : DRAFT RESOLU- economic continuity, if we fear that our pls may

TION PROPOSED BY THE DELEGATIONS OF THE IRISH econom continuity, if we fear that our plans may
FREE STATE, SPAIN, SWEDEN AND CZECHOSLOVAKIA. at any moment be upset by some surprise attackt
Point of Order raised by the Delegate of Japan. In the present state of the world there may be -

in fact, there is - much that requires alteration in
APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT. -the very interests of peace. But world opinion

Continuation of the General Discussion. must be sure that the existing situation will only
Speeches by Count SZEMBEK (Poland), Mr. CAHAN be modified in an absolutely calm and peaceful

(Canada), M. GARAY (Panama), M. SAAVEDRA atmosphere, when the problems themselves and
(Chile), M. ANTONIADE (Roumania), General the minds of men are ready for the change.
TANCZOS (Hungary) and Mr. BRUCE (Australia). opinion might become so assured if,

World opinion might become so assured if,
whenever it proved necessary, the Members of the

President: M. IIYMANS. Assembly energetically and resolutely affirmed
their devotion to the Covenant and their readiness

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT: to assume the obligations it imposes. I am con-
GENERAL DISCUSSION continuation) vinced that, were the Assembly to adopt such an

attitude, the leaders of public opinion would at
once be relieved of the constant anxiety caused

The President: by unemployment, business stagnation and social
Translation: Cemal Hiisnii Bey, delegate of antagonism.

Turkey, will address the Assembly. |The world's relief at the sight of an Assembly

Cemal Hiisuii Bey (urkey) unanimously reproving, in the spirit of the Covenant,
emal snuii Bey (Turkey) the slightest attack on the cause of peace would,

Translation: From the most remote times thein my opinion, be sufficient to enable humanity
relations between the Turkish nation and China to overcome all difficulties. The Assembly's firm
and Japan have been most satisfactory. The determination to safeguard the spirit of the
young Turkish Republic is justly proud of the Covenant would undoubtedly facilitate the task of
friendship of these two nations, and we most those leaders of public opinion in the countries
sincerely sympathise with them both. It was engaged in a dispute who desire the restoration of
therefore with very deep regret that Turkish public peace and calm.
opinion realised that so serious a dispute had c countries felt that the integral
arisen between these two nations which should, inapplin of the Covenant demanded some

friendship is unshaken, the Turkish nation's devo- would always be upheld with the same unanimity
tion to the cause of peace is also unshaken. and force.

I should like, therefore, to explain in brief our The Covenant is not a legal instrument capable
attitude towards the problem of peace and the of a limitative interpretation; it must be applied
Covenant, though I desire in no way to prejudge in the light of the purpose for which it was drawn
the substance of the dispute with which we are up.
dealing. Moreover, any dispute likely to disturb peace

It is obvious that the fundamental cause of the should bring the Briand-sellogg Pact into opera-
difficult times through which the world is passing tion, side by side with the League Covenant. We
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believe that in similar circumstances the Assembly APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT:
should invite countries non-Members of the League DRAFT RESOLUTION PROPOSED BY THE
but signatories of the Briand-Kellogg Pact to DELEGATIONS OF THE IRISH FREE
express their views and, if necessary, to shoulder STATE, SPAIN, SWEDEN AND CZECHO-
their responsibilities. This would provide the SVAIA P T O RAS
machinery for putting into force the Briand-Kellogg BY THE DELEGATE OF JAPAN.
Pact. BY THE DELEGATE OF JAPAN.

As regards the substance of the dispute, the
Assembly's task is greatly facilitated by the Lytton The President:
report. I am glad to be able, from this platform, Translation : I call upon M. Matsuoka delegate
to support the tributes paid to its authors. The of Japan who desires to raise a point of order
findings and suggestions of the report throw suffi-
cient light on the stages of the dispute. While
the complexity of the problem has been taken M. Matsuoka (Japan). - I wish to speak on
amply into account, realities have not been over- a point of order. We have before us a draft reso-
looked. lution which, although it is presented under the

It is now for the Assembly to seek the best cover of procedure, contains in it points of substance
means of terminating this dispute as soon as of very grave importance. This resolution con-
possible, along the lines indicated by the Covean demns n and is one-sided, the very thing
Everything points to a procedure of conciliation in against which the distinguished delegate of the
accordance with Article 15, paragraph 3, of the United Kingdom and others wisely counselled this
Covenant. We hope that these negotiations will body.
continue and will very soon be brought to a suc- I read with a sense of regret the draft
cessful conclusion, in the spirit of the Covenant resolution presented by the delegations of the
and consequently in a manner consonant with the Irish Free State, Spain, Sweden and Czecho-
real interests of these two great nations. slovakia (document A. (Extr.) 162.1932.VII).1

The splendid civilisation which these two great As has been said by the various speakers
nations have created has always been founded on before this Assembly, we are met here with a
altruism, humanitarianism and universality. Their view to assuring good understanding between
principles have never wavered with the stage of nations and securing a settlement of the Sino-
economic or legal development, or on account of Japanese question by conciliation. The draft
the geographical situation. They have always resolution before us is couched in terms consonant
recognised the personal worth of man. In their neither with the findings of fact contained in the
individual and social life and in their patriotic report of the Commission of Enquiry, nor with
and social duties these two nations have always the principles of the League of Nations and the
shown admirable qualities and evinced the greatest spirit in which we are assembled here. I am
self-sacrifice. constrained to say that it has apparently been

All these individual and social virtues will drafted in an accusing spirit which I deem alto-
certainly make for mutual understanding and for gether unwarranted.
frank and intimate co-operation between the two In the interest of the League, I wish to ask the
nations. Thus millions of creative minds at present authors of this draft resolution to withdraw it.
suffering from lack of comprehension will be able Failing this, it is only fair to ask the President
once more, as in the past, to make a valuable and to put it to the vote when the time comes so that
welcome contribution to the cause of humanity. we may know the sense of the Assembly. I am

afraid, let me add, that the handling of this
resolution may, I even think will, entail conse-

The President: quences perhaps not intended or anticipated by
Translation M. Pani, delegate of Mexico, will the authors of the resolution.

address the Assembly.
The President:

M. Pani (Mexico): Translation: My colleagues in the Assembly
and I myself must carefully examine the Japanese

Translation: During this general discussion, delegate's motion of order.
eminent orators have authoritatively expressedeminent orators have authoritatively expressed We will therefore continue the general discussion,
their view that the League of Nations must, in e l heee ntne he gn,
this lamentable dispute between China and Japan, shall have me between now and the after
reach a decision in conformity with the ideal of noon meeting to consider the motion ust ubmitted
the Covenant. Some have even--in my view
very rightly-suggested that the existence of APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT:
the League depends upon this circumstance.GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation).GENERAL DISCUSSION (continuation).

I have not come here to adduce new arguments;
the dispute is adequately examined in the discerning
and conscientious report of the Lytton Commission. The President:
Subsequent events, together with the statements Translation : Count Szembek, delegate of Poland,
made here, have only served to strengthen the will address the Assembly.
conclusions which may be drawn from this report.
On behalf of my Government, however, and as Count Szembek (Poland):
the representative of a country that has only
recently become a Member of the League, I desire Translation : Like the speakers who have pre-
categorically to declare that, in joining the League, ceded me on this platform, and who have expressed
Mexico was inspired by the ideal of the Covenant, their views in such admirable and eloquent words,
the ideal of justice and peace, for, since she I fully realise the gravity of the problem on the
became independent- over a century ago- it agenda of this Assembly and the heavy responsi-
has been Mexico's greatest desire, without going bility it lays upon the League.
beyond her own frontiers, to strive for peace and
justice. 1 Annex X.
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The Assembly is called upon to examine a dis- Mr. Cahal (Canada). - As the delegate of one
pute which is difficult of solution, on account, of the two North American States which are
not only of the importance of the interests at Members of this Assembly, it is perhaps befitting
stake, but also of its complexity, which is so clearly that I should crave the indulgence of my fellow
brought out in the Commission of Enquiry's members while I presume to discuss certain of the
admirable report. grave issues with which we are now confronted.

When, in December 1931, the League Council Owing to the distance now separating me from
was considering the despatch of this Commission the seat of my Government and the difficulties in
to Manchuria, the Polish Government supported communicating fully to my Government the views
the idea, on the ground that it was particularly of the several delegates who have addressed this
appropriate, not only in view of the complexity Assembly, the opinions I am about to express are
of the problem, but, also, and above all, because more or less personal; but, nevertheless, I think
the dispute had arisen in quite exceptional cir- they are opinions in which my Government will
curnstances hardly comparable with those we are concur.
ordinarily required to examine and discuss. As we circle the globe, the East becomes West,

The Commission presided over by Lord Lytton and both China and Japan are the closest Western
was instructed to provide the League with the neighbours of Canada. We realise that our people
necessary information to enable it to form a differ from the peoples of those two countries
judgment. Its remarkable report is now in our respectively in mentality, in education and in
hands. I desire to associate myself with the other culture, and particularly in respect of the under-
Members of the Assembly who paid a tribute to lying philosophies and perhaps in respect of the
this very conscientious and objective piece of work. standards which form the bases of our respective
I feel sure that a careful examination of all the religious, social and political institutions. Never-
information collected in this report will greatly theless, we have with the peoples of China and
facilitate a practical solution of the dispute which Japan long-standing relations of amity and goodwill
has darkened the international horizon for more and perhaps a clearer understanding and a keener
than a year. appreciation of their splendid intellectual and

Poland holds both these nations, to-day divided moral attainments than prevail in some other
by a grave dispute, in equal friendship and esteem. distant countries. We think that the people of
She deeply and sincerely admires their civilisation, neither of these two countries is to be judged finally
which dates back thousands of years, and their and exclusively by the different standards which
great and generous contributions to the social o Western civilisation has developed.
progress of mankind. She keenly desires to see In entering upon the consideration of the issues
restored between them that peace of mind which involved in this discussion, we should not entertain
both so sorely need. Her membership of the exaggerated ideas respecting the extent to which
League and her devotion to the ideal of peace the authority and stability of the League of Nations
embodied in the Geneva institution make it incum- may be dimished or destroyed by any decisions
bent upon Poland to do her utmost to achieve this which this Assembly may now take in sincerity
result. She is determined, with the other Powers, and with good conscience.
to accord the League wholehearted support in its The paramount position and authority of the
attempts to restore a normal situation in the Far League is disclosed and fully affirmed by the very
East. fact that two great peoples now appear before and

The first part of the report of the Commission of appeal through this Assembly, on grounds of poli-
Enquiry in Manchuria contains an enlightening tical justice and fair and equitable dealing, to the
analysis of the situation and historical development moral consciousness and intelligent opinion of the
of the relations between China and Japan. The whole world. That fact alone ensures the stability
second part contains certain suggestions to serve and continuity of the League. Nor do I think
as a basis for decisions which, in the Polish Govern- that there is the slightest ground for any fear that
ment's opinion, will affect the future destiny of a this Assembly, in finally expressing its findings,
whole population. Such decisions can be taken will depart from the principles which are embodied
only after a very careful study of the problem; in the Covenant of the League. We who have
otherwise, the results might be contrary to our long lived under a written constitution - and the
aims. League Covenant may fairly be described as a

We have a very grave responsibility. We must written constitution - know full well the difficulties
be true to the principles upon which the League is which arise from week to week in the matter of
based and which are the very reason for its existence, defining and construing the underlying principles
and must constantly bear in mind the fact that our of the institution and in the equitable application
decisions will profoundly affect the future of a vast of those principles to the incidents which succes-
territory with thirty million inhabitants. sively arise under the rapidly changing conditions

In approaching the first stage of the procedure, of our modern life.
that of conciliation, and in seeking what Sir John The prescribed conditions for admission to mem-
Simon very aptly described yesterday as a practical bership of the League of Nations are that the
solution of the dispute, we must remember this applicant shall be a fully governing State and that
heavy responsibility, which is a reeater one than it shall give effective guarantees of its sincere
any that the League has yet been called upon to intention to observe its international obligations.
bear. The clear assumption was that each Member State

My Government hopes that in this way we shall | should be directed by a strong central government,My Government hopes that in this way we shall ^ ^ ^^ng peace. order and good
be able to find a solution satisfactory to both capable of maintaining peaerriordel jurisdiction,
parties. It believes that this is the most appro- government within its own territorial urisdtion
priate means of bringing about a final settlement a Covenant of the Leagie of bations. t is
and guaranteeing the maintenance of peace. t L doubtful to my mind whether the National Govern-

ment of China has yet been in a position to comply
The President: fully with these conditions.

Territorial rights and interests affecting China
Translation: Mr. Cahan, delegate of Canada, and the interests collateral thereto which are now

will address the Assembly. pending between China and her neighbours came
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very closely under consideration in the negotiations greater part of the country south of the Yangtze
that resulted in the signing of the Nine-Power Pact River, and claims to be recognised as the only
of Washington on February 6th, 1922, which was Government of all China. This fact has modified
subsequently ratified on August 5th, 1925. the hypothesis upon which the Washington policy

was based ".
Canada, as one of the British Dominions, was

one of the signatories to that Treaty. That Treaty, Sir Austen Chamberlain, also asserted that
as framed and adopted, was "designed to stabilise "further, the extremists of the Canton Nationalist
conditions in the Far East, to safeguard the rights Party have singled out the British peoples for an
and the interests of China, and to promote inter- implacable campaign of calumny and boycott.
course between China and other Powers upon the Indeed, enmity against British peoples has been
basis of equality of opportunity ". It was well deliberately and persistently cultivated by this
known at that time to all the Powers which were section and its advisers in order to promote the
represented in those negotiations that China was solidarity of the Nationalist party and stimulate
in a condition of political and social disorganisation, its aggressive spirit ".
that it had no central or federal Government which
was then capable of maintaining peace, order and After having cited certain events which had
good government, even throughout the territorial occurred, Sir Austen added that " it was clear
limits of China; but, neverthleess, there was an from these episodes that there is no guarantee for
underlying desire and expectation, in which the the safety of British lives and property in Chinese
representative of Canada participated, that that cities under the authority of the Nationalist
Republic, by the formal recognition and moral Government in the present revolutionary state of
support of the signatory Powers, might thereafter affairs. Any incident may lead to bloodshed ".
"develop and maintain for itself an effective and
stable Government ". This special communication to the League of

s s b t U S S o Nations on behalf of the Government of the United
As stated by the United States Secretary of Kingdom concludes as follows:

State in his formal letter of February 24th, 1932, 
the Nine-Power Treaty "represents a carefully
developed and matured international policy inten-n ny case His Majesty's Government have
ded, on the one hand, to assure to all contracting felt it riht to make this communication to the
parties their rights and interests in and with regardue of ations so that its Members may have
to China, and, on the other hand, to assure to the before othem a ful statement o Mem s Maesty'sbefore them a full statement of His Majesty's
people of China the fullest opportunity to develop Government's policy in China and may under-
without molestation, their sovereignty and inde- i

pendee ". in te stand how completely it is in accord with both
pendence ", in the expectation that she would of the ovenant. Histhe letter and spirit of the Covenant. is
require many years of both economic and political Maesty's Government deeply regret that there
effort to that end, and that her progress would does t appear to be any way in which the
necessarily be slow ". That Treaty did not purport assistance of the League in he settlement of the
to diminish or to terminate any of Japan's then difficulties in China can be sought at present.
existing rights or interests in or in respect of China. But if any opportunity should arise of invoking

It seems to me that the institution and main- the good offices of the League His Majesty's
tenance by the Chinese Government or with its Government will gladly avail themselves of it."
passive approval of attempts at intimidation
against the citizens of any State which is a party
to that Treaty, or any attempt by unilateral action A similar letter to that of the British Govern-
to abrogate or diminish the Treaty rights of any ment, dated February 8th, 1927, with equal veracity
other State in or in respect of China, must be and cogency, might have been written by the
regarded as a grave infringement by China of the Government of Japan in reference to the boycott
existing rights of other States and manifestly of its traders and the intimidation and aggressively
provocative of emergency action by such other hostile treatment of its subjects in China in 1931.
State for the purpose of protecting such rights.
In our law, we affirm as an invariable maxim of But, even if the Japanese Government felt
good conduct that he who seeks equity must first impelled to deal suddenly and temporarily with
do equity. similar conditions in a great emergency, it would

now be impossible to justify the development, out
Sir Austen Chamberlain, in his letter of February of its own emergent action, of a permanent occupa-

8th, 1927, to which the Japanese delegate referred, tion of any part of a neighbouring State, or the
and which is published on page 292 of the Official permanent extension of its own territorial rights
Journal of the League of Nations for the year 1927, therein.
affirmed that the Government of Great Britain
still adhered to the policy embodied in the In Canada, we find it necessary to make frequent
Washington Treaty, but " its complete success applications to our highest federal court for advisory
depended upon co-operation between the Powers opinions to enable us properly to construe the
concerned and a single central Government in China. express provisions of our Constitution; and, for-
Unfortunately, since 1922, China has become more tunately, the League of Nations may seek the
disunited than ever. For instance, the Canton advice of the Permanent Court of International
Government was in 1922 confined to the city of Justice in case grave differences of opinion arise as
Canton. Even then it was in revolt against the to the proper construction of any of the provisions
Central Government of Peking, and did not con- of the Covenant of the League.
sider itself bound by the undertakings entered into
by the Central Government's representatives at Nevertheless, it must be carefully borne in mind
Washington. That Canton Nationalist Govern- that, under the terms of Article 10 of the Covenant,
ment has now increased its authority over the it was only as against " external aggression " that

the Members of the League undertake to respect
and preserve the territorial integrity and existing

'TSee Official Journal, March 1932 (Part III), political independence of all other Members of the
page 923. League.
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As stated by the Prime Minister of Canada in a The Lytton Commission lays down certain general
memorandum of March 13th, 1919, which he pre- principles or conditions of an enduring settlement,
sented to the Paris Peace Conference, " the under- including (1) compatibility with the interests of
taking expressed in Article 10 seems to involve both China and Japan, (2) comformity with the
initially a careful study, consideration and deter- Covenant, the Pact of Paris and the Nine-Power
mination of all territorial questions between the Treaty, (3) recognition of Japan's rights and
States which are parties to the Covenant. Even interests in Manchuria, and (4) international co-
if such a survey were practicable, it is impossible operation in Chinese reconstruction.
to forecast the future; there may be national
aspirations to which the provisions of the Peace In conformity with these principles, the Con-
Treaty will not do justice and which cannot be mission recommends (1) that China and Japan
permanently repressed ". But the Peace Confe- be invited to discuss a solution of the dispute on
rence was thereupon assured that this article was these lines, (2) that Chinese sovereignty over
merely designed to prevent the alteration of the Manchuria be recognised by according to Manchuria
existing frontiers of any State by the aggressive a large measure of autonomy, (3) that treaties
action of any other State. be made between China and Japan providing for

the protection of Japanese interests in China, and
generally for the establishment of permanent

On December 4th, 1920, a motion was proposed commercial relations between Japan and China,
at the Assembly, on behalf of the Canadian dele- and for providing procedure for the amicable
gation, to strike out Article 10 from the Covenant, adjustment of future differences.
but this and other cognate motions then under
consideration were referred by the Special Corn- My Government would respectfully suggest
mittee of the Assembly to an advisory group that this last recommendation might, as in the case
of jurists, whose report was presented to the of disputes arising between the Dominion of
third Assembly in September 1921. They were Canada and the United States of America, be
of opinion that, under Article 10, the Council could satisfactorily carried into effect by the establish-
not impose duties upon the Member States, but ment of a Permanent Joint International Com-
only advise as to the means to be employed to mission, in which both parties would be represented
assist a State which was the victim of aggression. and before which both parties could effectively

present their pleas.

It seems to me that this Assembly may not These principles embodied in the Lytton report
wholly disregard the emphatic statement made appear to constitute the framework of a permanent
at the opening of this discussion by M. Matsuoka, settlement. Their detailed application would
the delegate of Japan, that the Japanese Govern- depend upon the development of the situation;
ment has not at any time allowed itself to be but, on the whole, the recommendations made
connected with the independence movement in in this report appear useful and reasonable.
Manchuria, that it did not then and does not now
want Manchuria, but that it only desires the I appears to my Government very desirable,
preservation of its rights and interests therein. a a life-long friend of Japan, that the Government

of that country should not take up irrevocably
a position of isolation and hostility to the League,

In applying Article 10 to the present issue, and I trust that, with reasonable patience, it will
care must therefore be taken not to establish a be possible for the League to work out a settlement
precedent which in the future may be deemed to which Japan can see its way to accept. If Japan
exceed the terms of this article as already con- indicates any genuine readiness to seek a solution
strued by competent authority. In attempting consistent with League obligations as well as her
a solution of these very difficult and delicate own special interests in Manchuria, it would seem
problems, it appears to my Government desirable undesirable to make such a settlement difficult
that the Assembly should first exhaust the possi- by precipitate action. At the same time, after
bilities of conciliatory settlement under paragraph 3 having exhausted all available means for effecting
of Article 15. Any discussion of sanctions or action the reconciliation and amicable agreement of the
against a party unwilling to accept settlement would two parties, further delay without any clear evi-
be out of place at this stage of our proceedings. dence of readiness to co-operate on the part

of Japan might prove most unfortunate.

The Lytton Commission was appointed for the If, aslhas been suggested, the United States
definite purpose of "studying on the spot and report- of America and the Soviet Union should be asked
ing on any circumstance affecting international to co-operate with the Committee of Nineteen
relations which threaten to disturb peace between or with:some other special committee of the
China and Japan or the good understanding Assembly, the Canadian Government would endorse
between them upon which peace depends. " That the adoption of such a procedure. Above all, we
Commission was a purely advisory body, but the desire the permanent reconciliation and agreement
presentation of its report will have enabled Members of our two friendly neighbours, China and Japan,
of the League, through their representatives at and the continued co-operation of both as Members
this Assembly, to indicate how far they consider (a) of the League in fulfilling its paramount purpose
its findings of fact correct, and (b) its recom- of preserving the peace of the world.
mendations as affording a possible basis of settle-
ment of the existing dispute.

The President:

As to its findings of fact, the discussions which Translation: M. Garay, delegate of Panama,
have taken place in the Council and before this will address the Assembly.
Assembly do not appear to impugn, except in two
instances, their general fairness and accuracy, . Garay (Panama):
and the Assembly can probably accept these find-
ings as the premises of its future action, even if Translation : I wholeheartedly second the
it does not base it entirely upon the particular tribute paid from this platform to the report of
recommendations made by the Commission. the Commission appointed by the Council to study
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the Manchurian question on the spot. Its breadth difficulties, which will become apparent in their own
of view, its spirit of justice and impartiality, its time and place. Let us endeavour, for the moment,
sense of reality and the great devotion to peace to find a common ground for agreement in our
and truth with which every page of this remarkable unreserved devotion to the fundamental obligations
document is inspired, do honour to the eminent of the Covenant, which, as we were glad to see
President of the Commission and his four colleagues yesterday, none of the Members of the League has
who also signed the report. It does honour too, any intention of evading.
of course, to the countries of which they are subjects My delegation does not stand before two oppo-
or citizens. nents between whom it is called upon to choose,

or to one of whom it must give its support. Ties

The report will certainly bear fruit, and under of sincere friendship unite my country to both

its pacificatory influence, China and Japan will, these great Asiatic nations and to their Govern-

we hope, promptly be reconciled. We could, ments, and our one concern is for the fundamental
indeed, desire for the authors no better reward. principles and the inviolability of the agreements

to which we have loyally adhered - the Covenant
and the Briand-Kellogg Pact, two instruments for

The report has not, however, in any way modified and the Briand-Kellogg Pact, two instruments or
The report has not, however, in any way modified international peace upon which our greatest hopes

my delegation's attitude as explained on several fr security a founded.
occasions since September 18th, 1931, both in the conclusion the Lytton report seems to me
Council and in the Special Assembly. To-day, as In co luio foundation orting-pointfor
in the past, my main interest is in the fundamental t be te l l u satg-p t 
principles of the Covenant, the safeguarding of the ny ubseqent settlement, and such a settlement

must be entrusted to a special commission of the
legal guarantees upon which depend the existence ind proposed by several delegations.
and future of all States which do not trust to arms.
We find in the report a passage which most aptly The P
defines our own point of view (page 129) T 

Translation: M. Saavedra, delegate of Chile,
will address the Assembly.

" Apart from China and Japan, other Powers
of the world have also important interests to M. Saavedra (Chile):
defend in this Sino-Japanese conflict. We have ranslatio : Since he begining of he Sino-
already referred to multilateral treaties, and any Japanese dispute and since the affair was brought
real and lasting solution by agr·eement must be |Japanese dispute and since the affair was broughtreal and lasting solution by agreement must be bo t Assembly at the request of the Chinese
compatible with the stipulations of these fun- before the Assebly at the reust of the Chinese
damental agreements, on which is based the idamn-ental agreements, on which is based the Government, this is the first time that the Chilian
peace organisation of the world." delegation has taken part in the discussion.

Our silence has been deliberate. We did not
wish still further to charge an atmosphere, already
electric, by proposals or statements which might

In referring earlier to the sense of reality shown have militated against the legitimate interests of
in the report, I had specially in view its conclusions the parties to the dispute, especially as our tradi-
and suggestions, but I should like also to recall to tional friendship with Japan and China called for
your minds the Council's painstaking efforts which an attitude of cautious abstention on our part.
terminated in the resolution of December 10th, The problem has, however, now reached a stage
1931.1 That resolution set up the Commission of where we can no longer keep silence; our conscience
Enquiry, after certain concessions had been made requires that we shall give the Assembly our
in the sphere of pure law, on account of which opinion, especially after having noted the remarkable
most delegations; mine among them, had made report of the Lytton Commission, to which I should
reservations and statements of principle. The like to to pay the same deserved tribute as previous
exceptional circumstances of the Manchurian situa- speakers have paid from this platform.
tion, which have loomed so large in our discussions, Like some of my colleagues, I am not addressing
will a fortiori arise again in the next stage of our either the Chinese or Japanese delegate, both of
procedure, when the Conciliation Commission, whom, with a patriotic zeal which we all admire
which we are proposing to set up immediately, uses and respect, have courageously defended their
its good offices with the parties in an endeavour to country's cause before us. I am speaking as the
seek with their help a formula for a just settlement. representative of a State Member of the League
This sense of reality will perhaps necessitate further of Nations and, consequently, as one who earnestly
adjustments to theory, additional sacrifices in the hopes that the institution to which he belongs
supreme interests of peace, for peace will always shall preserve all its authority and prestige, while
be the chief concern of the League. Once again securing respect for the great principles of law
the exception will have confirmed the rule. which form the basis of its fundamental charter,

the Covenant.
My eminent predecessors on this platform have I shall be brief. First of all I hope - nay, I am

considered, one after another, the passages in the certain - that the Assembly will be able to find a

Lytton report on legitimate self-defence, the boy- pacific solution of the dispute; but it is eminently
cott, and other points advanced by the parties to desirable that it should do so by means of the con-

the dispute in the debates and discussions of the ciliation procedure provided for in Article 15,

past fifteen months. I will not go so far as to paragraph 3, of the Covenant, as several of my

suggest that these subjects are exhausted, but I colleagues have advised.
personally have nothing to add which would throw The League must be primarily a peace organi-
further light on these absorbing questions. sation and must enable its Members to conme to an

understanding and arrive at solutions which are

There may be divergences of opinion on the in accordance with justice and equity. It must

various points at issue and the resolutions and not employ coercion save in extreme cases, an
recommendations to be submitted to the parties. then with all necessary caution. I am referring
But we must neither anticipate nor magnify these here to the recommendation procedure provided

for in paragraph 4 of the same Article- 15. Freely
accepted solutions are the only solutions compatible

1 See Official Journal, December 1931, page 2374. with the spirit of that article and affording a
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guarantee for the future. But, in any case, the League confirmed the main principles of the Covenant
of Nations must do its whole duty, and, if circum- and of the Paris Pact. Roumania intends to remain
stances demand, exhaust all the resources which faithful to that resolution, and maintains that
the Covenant places at its disposal. we must abide by the doctrine it lays down.

As regards the method of conciliation which The Roumanian delegation entirely associates
we are bound to employ in the first instance, itself with the tributes paid to the fullness, clearness
my delegation regards as very useful the suggestions and impartiality of the Lytton report - qualities
made to extend the Committee of Nineteen by which give it high authority indeed. The Corn-
inviting the collaboration of the representatives mission was called upon to examine problems
of two non-Member States -- the United States of the greatest complexity unparalleled in any
of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist other part of the world, and it succeeded in throw-
Republics. ing a great deal of light upon every aspect of the

Similarly, my delegation regards it as indispen- matter. The report contains important findings
sable that our present discussions should lead in questions of fact and offers considerations and
to the adoption of a resolution reaffirming the prin- suggestions for promoting a final solution of the
ciples of the Covenant and of the Briand-Kellogg conflict. The solution must be sought in the
Pact. Of these principles, we attach particular light of those findings, and all our present efforts
importance to the one which has so often been must be directed to that end. Such a solution
proclaimed and must inspire every international could be found through conciliation, by following
organisation - namely, strict respect for treaties. the suggestions contained in the report.
For the States Members of the League this respect According to the statements we have heard
must obviously begin with the Covenant, and the during this discussion, the parties are assured of
League has the right and the duty to remind any the unconditional support of all the members of
Covenant-breaker of that fact. this Assembly. Roumania earnestly hopes that

The delegate of Uruguay, in his eloquent speech a pacific solution will be found and that the dignity
yesterday, quoted the recent statement of the of the two nations concerned will be upheld.
nineteen American Republics, including the United In our opinion, however, no solution can be
States, on the occasion of the dispute between regarded as just, equitable or calculated to ensure
Bolivia and Paraguay. That statement marks peace, unless it is at the same time based on the
a stage in the progress of law and international guiding principles of the Covenant and the Paris
morality. I need hardly say that a country like Pact, on which there can be no compromise. If
Chile, which signed that declaration as a member we keep strictly to principles, we must conclude
of the American family concerned in the dispute that the dispute concerns, not the two parties
which has unfortunately arisen between two only, but everyone of us and the community of
sister nations, and mindful of the spirit of Article 10 nations in general.
of the Covenant, will, in the present case, agree
to any solution which may give faithful expression The President:
to right and justice. There is nothing simpler than Translation: General Tanczos, delegate of
to arrive at such a result, which is desired by all; Hungary, will address the Assembly.
it is only necessary to affirm the principles of the
Briand-Kellogg Pact and the solution recom- General Tanczos (Hungary):
mended in another connection last October by Translation: As the Special Assembly did my
the eminent Prime Minister of France in the words : country the great honour of electing it a member
" The Covenant, the whole Covenant and nothing the Committee of Nineteen, we regarded it as
but the Covenant ". our duty to devote special attention to the exami-

nation of the dispute before us. We have done so
The President: with the greatest sympathy and respect, which we

Translation: M. Antoniade, delegate of Ron- have never ceased to feel for both the great nations
mania, will address the Asenow in such a difficult situation. But there is one

mania, will address the thing we feel very strongly. The cradle of the
(Roumania) Hungarian nation was somewhere on the confines

MT. Antaoniade (Roumanima) : of Europe and Asia, and Hungary has retained her
Translation: At the present stage of our dis- ancient sympathies with both nations, with which

cussions, it seems to me that everything has been she has a certain kinship and a certain affinity,
said, and said in the most admirable way. The going back to time immemorial but still alive in
Roumanian delegation's sole reason for inter- the minds of our people.
vening in the debate is that it regards itself as in I would add that Hungary has always had excel-
duty bound to affirm its faith in the principle lent relations - fraternal relations indeed, I am
of respect for the Covenant, the Paris Pact and glad to say - with those two great nations, and
international treaties. We have no wish to take that she is not inspired by any special interest or
sides with either of the parties to the dispute, consideration, as regards either of the parties, in
but we do wish to make our position clear with her appreciation of the present conflict.
reference to the community of nations in virtue As a loyal Member of the League of Nations, she
of our obligations to that community. Indeed, ardently desires that an equitable and practical
if the conflict which for months now has led to solution may be found to put an end to this dispute
strife between two great nations possessing the to the satisfaction of both parties. Hungary will
friendship and respect of us all is of itself a very loyally co-operate with those who are endeavouring
grave matter of concern to the whole of one part finally to eliminate every cause of conflict between
of the globe, its submission to the League of Nations these two Members of the League, who both comn-
raises anxious problems which concern the whole mand the admiration of all the rest.
community of nations and on the solution of which
the future and the life of our institution depend. The President:

The League's duty in the present case has been Translation : Mr. Bruce, delegate of Australia,
clearly shown during this Assembly by every will address the Assembly.
speaker who has come to this platform. The
Roumanian delegation had occasion to state its Mr. Bruce (Australia). - The seriousness of the
point of view at the meeting of March 7th, 1932, problem which concerns this Special Assembly
and the resolution of March 11th unanimously of the League of Nations cannot possibly be
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exaggerated. For Australia it has in many respects have arisen between these two nations and have
a special interest and significance, because we are now reached a culmination that cannot possibly
neighbours of those two great nations in the Pacific. be ignored. It tells us of the great efforts that
Our great hope is that they will work together China is making to advance the wellbeing of her
progressively and to the advancement of those people and to weld her vast territories into one
great areas, for the general wellbeing of their nation. With those aspirations we all have the
peoples and for the peace of the Pacific, and we deepest and the greatest possible sympathy. But
see with the very deepest regret these grave diffe- it also tells us of the apprehensions and even fears
rences that have arisen between them. of the people of Japan for the rights, the interests,

We have ancient associations with both countries. and even the lives of their people in part of the
With China we have had long and friendly relations; territory of the great nation of China.
we ever remember our association with Japan It shows us that the rights and wrongs in this
during the war, and what an honourable and faith- great question are neither on the one side nor on
ful ally that nation was. But this conflict which the other. It further shows us that, because of
now exists has in it the possibilities of war in the the particular circumstances of China, there are
Far East and even war in the whole world, and we issues in this question that were hardly contem-
can only regard that as being a tragedy such as plated when the Covenant of the League of Nations
we have to strain every effort to avoid. was framed. The Covenant contemplated relations

Behind this dispute Australia has another great between nations, relations between Governments,
interest, and that is for the League of Nations and which had control over the whole of their terri-
for the future of the great principles embodied in tories and of their nationals. To-day the report
the Covenant. We are a young nation with our shows that, with all the efforts that China is
future and our history before us, and the League making, that point has hardly been reached.
of Nations appears to us the greatest instrument I will say no more on that subject, save to stress
for good the world has ever seen. We believe in that it is a novel point that comes into the whole
it; we are pledged to all its ideals; we hope to of this very difficult question.
work out our destiny in peace, because of the uni- When we look at all those facts, we have to
versality of the League. Yet to-day the League consider whether this Assembly is going to carry
itself is in danger, and it seems to me that the future out the task entrusted to it by expressing in some
of the League depends very greatly upon how we resolution censure, either open or implied, on either
handle this important task that now lies before us. one or other of the parties to the present dispute. I

We all have great responsibilities as the represen- sincerely trust that the Assembly will do nothing
tatives of the States Members of the League. As of the sort. If this Assembly passes any resolution
signatories to the Covenant we have to approach with either an open or implied censure in it, it is
this issue with two great principles in our minds. taking a step which is going to make it very difficult,
The first is that we have to ensure the maintenance if not impossible, for the League of Nations to carry
of the principles for which the League stands. out the second task that we have ever to remember
The second is that we have to bring about a settle- is upon our shoulders, that of bringing about a
ment of this tragic dispute in accordance with the reconciliation and settlement within the principles
principles of the Covenant. In facing those two of the Covenant. I plead very earnestly that we
great tasks we must ever, I think, remember that should ever keep in mind the second of our obli-
the authority of the League is based upon moral gations and not only devote our attention to the
and not upon physical force. But the authority first, which is the maintenance of the principles and
of moral force can best be maintained by a wise ideals of the Covenant.
and generous sympathy and understanding. Your On behalf of Australia, it appears to me that
moral force will be greater if you employ those the wisest course to pursue is to adopt the sugges-
means than by a rigorous and censorious applica- tn hat was made yesterday by the delegate of
tion of theoretical and dogmatic principles, and it the United Kingdom that the organs of the League
is my sincere hope that, in dealing with this matter, should be employed to assist in the work of con-
the League of Nations is going to exercise that ciliation and that, in the personnel of the Comn-
broad and wise sympathy and understanding. mittee, to which this question might be referred,

We have an opportunity to do it with wisdom should be included representatives of he tw
and justice, because we have information as to all great countries highly interested in the Far Eastand justice, because we have information as to all
the facts with regard to this dispute. We have who are not Members of the League of tions

the United States of America and the Unionthe Lytton report, and I associate myself with the the United States of America and the Union
tribute that has been paid to its impartiality and of Soviet S t Repubcs I believe we wil
ability. That report provides us with many facts serve the League of Nations and the ends of
that we have to take into consideration. It shows peace in the world if we adopt the suggestion
the difficulty and complexity of this problem with that was made yesterday.
which we are faced. It shows us, also, that there
is an historical background to the troubles that (The Assembly rose at 12.50 p.m.)
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CONTENTS. aims for which the League was created, and which
are gravely imperilled by problems such as the

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT. present one, can be achieved only by the strict
Close of the General Discussion. application of these principles.

[Speeches by M. Guizado (Colombia), M. Quo
Tai-Chi (China) and M. Matsuoka (Japan).] The President:

Translation: M. Quo Tai-Chi, delegate of China,
will address the Assembly.

President : M. HYMANIS.
M. Quo Tai-Chi (China):
Before I proceed with my speech, I wish to say

APPEAL OF THE CHINESE GOVERNMENT: a few words about the personal reference to my
CLOSE OF THE GENERAL DISCUSSION. colleague M. Koo, in M. Matsuoka's speech before

the Assembly on Tuesday. The Japanese delegate
wandered far away from the matter under discus-

The President: sion to search into the political biography of my
Translation : M. Guizado, delegate of Colombia colleague in order to try to make out an argument

will address the Assembly. for Japan's case. Apart from the fact that the
allegations he made are not well founded, I must
say that such tactics are what, in sporting language,

M. Guizado (Colombia): one calls "hitting below the belt ", and call for
Translation : I desire, on behalf of the Colombian no further comment. However, the mere fact

Government, to reiterate from this platform the that my colleagues and I are here representing
statements made during the earlier meetings of China to-day is good proof of the unity of purpose
the Special Assembly by the head of our perma- among the Chinese people.
nent delegation, Dr. Bestrepo, who, owing to
indisposition, has unfortunately not been able to with the my pure, this afternoon, to deal
be at Geneva. with the moral and legal verdict which must be

The situation this Assembly is called upon given in the conflict between China and Japan.
to examine raises questions of principle which ha verdict has been declared by the speeches
are of fundamental importance for the future of made in this Aembly. elegtion after delegation
law and the maintenance of world peace. From has re-stated from this tribune the threefold judg-
this standpoint, Colombia considers it her duty ment given in the Lytton report. The judgment,
to contribute towards any solution of the present first, that Japan had no shadow of right to act
problem that is in accordance with the rules as she has acted in our Three Eastern Provinces;
laid down in the League Covenant, particularly that the measures she has taken were not measures
those concerning the respect for, and maintenance of self-defence; secondly. that her so-called "State"
of, the territorial integrity of States, and the of "Manchukuo" is a fake and an affront to the
scrupulous and sincere observance of treaties. League and to the conscience of the world; and
These principles have always been the unshakable thirdly, that in other ways she has flagrantly and
foundation of Colombia's foreign policy. She systematically disregarded the obligations of the
desires therefore to honour her own international Covenant and the injunctions of the Council of the
traditions and to perform her duty as a Member League. It is not for the Chinese delegation to
of the League by proclaiming once more the reiterate or to amplify this judgment. The issue
inviolability of those rules. She does so regardless n longer a Sio-Japanese issue. It is an issue

in which the whole civJiised world stands con-of the individual situation of the two contending in which the whole civilised world stands con-
States, for each of whom her feelings of friendshipby Japan.
and esteem are as impartial as they are sincere. With this issue before it there is one question,
Colombia is therefore prepared to co-operate, as one fundamental question, which the Assembly
a Member of the League, in any conciliatory solu-must face and answer. It was raised on Tuesday last
tions that may offer themselves during the examina-by the honourable delegate who represents Japan.
tion of the situation. But she feels bound to point M. Matsuoka asked whether any Member of the
out that any such steps towards the settlement League stands ready to take part with others in
of an international dispute of this kind must the responsibility of bringing this crisis to an end.
- above all, in her view -recognise the sanctity He chose to give his question the intonation of a
of international undertakings. threat, or at least a warning. I too ask this question,

My country considers that peace and concord the sa question, on behalf of China. Other
and continuous and productive co-operation be- delegates, speaking for their Governments, have
tween the different Governments and nations can asked it in these meetings of the Assembly. The
be guaranteed only by an international policy question is an injunction, an adjuration upon us
based on the faithful observance of such under- all; over and above others, upon Japan. I ask
takings, and prohibiting the arbitrary employ- it with no accent of threat or menace. But, in the
ment of force as being contrary to the interests world outside this hall, it is being asked in accents
of world peace and the indisputable rules of justice. of challenge and of appeal. It is the vital question
In reaffirming these principles, Colombia is simply to which an answer must here and now be found.
endorsing the policy she has hitherto observed
and intends to observe always in international I hope every delegation will understand what
relations. She does so in the certainty that the depends upon the answer which it will hope to give.
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That answer, the acceptance or rejection of common as not to occupy unnecessarily too much of your

responsibility for the settlement of this dispute, will valuable time.
certainly decide the future course of histoy inatsuoa has made much of the contention

China and, it may be, throughout the world. M. Matsuoka has made much of the contention

Sometimes I have thought, as I have listened to this that Japan acted in self-defence. I will not deal

debate, that perhaps you do not yourselves under- with the theory of that argument which has been
stand how tremendous is the power which you may destroyed by the delegate of Greece, M. Politis,
wield. with his high authority and skill, nor need I

comment on the plain verdict of the report. But
I must comment on one part of the case which the

My senior colleague, Dr. Yen, spoke the other delegate from Japan has made.

day of the success of the Assembly in bringing the
Shanghai hostilities to an end. He told us that On Tuesday last, in the Council a week ago, in

despite the threats and the evasions of Japan, the the Council a year ago, the Japanese delegate has

Assembly's united front and stern determination sought to defend the action of his Government in

had brought a signal triumph for League principles China by declaring that it is the same as the action

and League procedure. How true that is, few taken by the United Kingdom in Shanghai six

people can judge so well as 1. For, at that time, I years ago. It so happened that I was Commissioner

was in charge of the negotiations in Shanghai on for Foreign Affairs for the Nationalist Government

behalf of China, and I could therefore judge of my in Shanghai. In that capacity, I was instructed

personal knowledge the great part which the by my Government to make a vigorous protest

Assembly played. At the negotiation table in against the landing of the British forces in Shanghai.

Shanghai, we were faced by deadlock after deadlock. But while that is true, I am bound to add that there

I had to deal with General Uyeda, one of the two is no true analogy between the action taken by the

senior Generals in command of the army of invasion. United Kingdom then and the action taken by

He had superseded M. Shigemitsu, Japanese Japan during the last fifteen months. The United

Minister to China, just as M. Matsuoka has super- Kingdom had at least a semblance of justification

seded here to-day the Japanese Ambassadors who that large-scale military operations had been going

have spoken for Japan before. But not even the on in which it was possible that the International

spokesmen of Japanese militarism could prevail in Settlement of Shanghai might be involved. Japan

those Shanghai negotiations against the mobilised had no such excuse in Manchuria a year ago.

opinion of the world. It was the insistence of the The United Kingdom landed troops · but there was

Assenmbly no less than the gallant resistance of the no large-scale attack, no aerial or naval bombard-

Nineteenth Route Army that brought about the ment of thickly populated and defenceless towns

complete evacuation of all the Japanese forces without and cities, no indiscriminate slaughter of innocent

political conditions of any kind. On that occasion, civilians, no ruthless destruction of schools and

the Assembly upheld the principles of the League. cultural institutions, no occupation of Chinese

I thank it for that. In the wider and greater ques- territory outside the International Settlement

tion with which it must now deal, I ask it to do itself. In short, there were none of the acts by

the same. I wish also here to add an expression of which Japan has gained the opprobrium of the

gratitude to the Governments - United Kingdom, world.
the United States of America, France and Italy -have
whose representatives ably assisted at the negotia- Since M. Matsuoka and his predecessors i 
tions in Shanghai. sought to justify these acts by this analogy, it is

right to point out that the analogy turns wholly
against their case. The Japanese adventure in

I have ventured to start by paying to the China with its wholesale slaughter and its disregard

Assembly this personal tribute and laying before of international law has nothing in common with

it this personal conviction of its tremendous power. the British action. To suggest that that action

I have done so, because that conviction was forged affords a precedent of what Japan has done consti-

by the most stirring, the most tragic experience tutes a serious libel on the reputation of the United

through which any man could live. But my main Kingdom as a civilised Power.

purpose this afternoon, and my obvious duty, is to
reply on behalf of China to the debate. In doing In the second place, the delegate from Japan has
that, I am obliged, as I am sure the Assembly will told us that we must face the realities of the situa-
understand, to answer some of the arguments cunderstand, to answer some of the arguments |tion in the East, and that it is only in these realities

which have been brought forward. But - and that a lasting and working settlement can be found.

indeed, this is the chief object which I have in With this statement, the Chinese delegation abso-

view - I must respond also to the invitations made lutely and unreservedly agrees. But by realism we

by various delegations by defining clearly the do not mean what M. Matsuoka means. He means

attitude which my delegation and my Government the renunciation by the civilised peoples of the

will adopt in the future discussions of the Assembly peace system which they are trying to create. He
woill our dispute. futue means the acceptance of conquest carried through

by assault upon that system. But that is not realism
at all. It is a kind of perverted idealism, a feuda-

I will start by dealing with certain of the argu- listic though sordid belief in the power and efficacy

ments which have been put forward by our colleague of military force. The outworn fallacies on which

from Japan. It is not necessary to reply to all his it rests are disproved every day by the whole

arguments. They are not new. These arguments course of international life. In can give no settle-

and more were presented to the Lytton Commission ment of this dispute that will work or can endure.

by the Japanese Government, and they were given
due study and consideration. The report was In our belief, the true realists are the Comn-
written after, not before, these arguments were mission of Enquiry and Mr. Stimson. What are

presented. The Chinese delegation reserves, the realities to which they in their findings and

however, the right to reply to them in writing,' so in their proposals have directed our attentionS

The first are the common obligations of every
nation to play its part in preventing aggressive

See Annex IX. war. The Assembly will understand that the
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military caste who now control Japan hate and isolation. A two-day debate in the Council a
detest this new peace system. In the last fifteen week ago was enough to drive down all stocks
months, that military caste has sought to and shares on the Tokio market between 5 and
recapture the power in their national State which 7 points. Once more, Japanese securities and
they feared was slipping from their grasp, and they Japanese currency have fallen lower than those
have sought to destroy the treaties of peace and of China.
disarmament which they dislike. If they succeeded,
they would not only establish Japanese hegemony And whilst they continue to sink, China con-
in the East, but they would force the world to tinues to grow stronger. Perhaps I may dwell
return to the international anarchy from which upon that fact for a moment, not only in answer
it is striving to escape. to M. Matsuoka, but in comment upon some

observations made here, and particularly by the
t as ts A y hs c y s n, t delegate of Canada who spoke this morning with

But, as this Assembly has clearly shown, the such animation and tried to paint a rather sorry
other nations will not accept in silence any such picture of China. Since the beginningof this con
attempt as this. They will defend what the Com-lict, the Japanese delegation has never wearied of
mission of Enquiry called "their important saying that China is an unorganised nation to
interests in this Sino-Japanese conflict ". As the which the Covenant should not apply. I am glad
Commission said: to think that the Lytton Commission treated this

Japanese contention with the contempt which it
"The interests of peace are the same the deserved. No one had denied that, in recent times,
worlTe terests of peace are the same the China has been going through the long and difficult

world over. Any loss of confidence in theappliaovern o ny loss of confidence in the process which the report describes as the moderni-
and of o the Pact o Parics in ay pat of the sCoation of the nation. But in that process, the report
world diminishes the value and efficiency of recognises that, in spite of our difficulties, " consi-world diminishes the value and efficiency of progress" as een achieved. It pointsthose principles everywhere." derable progress" has been achieved. It points

tose prcples everywere. out that, to-day, the ".authority of the Central
Government is nowhere repudiated"; and that
the administration, military forces and finance are

The Commission of Enquiry told us in these acquiring an "increasingly national character ".
striking words that peace and law and justice It speaks with approval of the many financial
are important interests for the world at large. reforms which have been made and for which, it
The Japanese General Staff have forgotten these says, the Government is " entitled to credit " It
great realities; yet it is upon them alone that a says that while, like other overnments, our
lasting settlement can be made. Government has failed in many things, yet it has

already accomplished much.
The second reality which the Japanese militarists

would like us to forget is the solid resistane Tiscei s oess of successful reconstruction and
of the Chinese people. In all their history, no consolidation has continued since September 1931.
would-be conqueror has ever been able to overcome My Government has been in power since 1926.
them or wear them down. History has shown s Ye r m t a difficultiesthem or wear them down. History has shown In many ways, this last year has been its most
that the race is not ever to the swift nor the battle sucessful. Yet remember the appalling difficulties
to those who may seem strong. I said in the with which t has been faed. The large-scale
Assembly last September, that we should regard aggression in Manchuria; the Shanghai war;
it as a grave disaster if we were forced to militarise total stoppage of the rade of Central China
our people. But we know our capacity to resist. We which followed the Japanese menace to the
know that the boycott and the brave volunteer Yangtze valley; the enforced removal of the seat
troops in the Eastern Provin the Eastern Provinces have keNational Government from its capital to
Manchurian question open for the League to deal the interior of the country; the most appalling
with, as we are dealing with it to-day. That floods in the history of China, which oblged us,
boycott and that armed resistance will not diminish. in order to prevent their repetition, to build by
These volunteers are determined to fight to the our own resources, under the direction of four
bitter end, and nothing in human affairs can be hundred Chinese engineers with their staff, 6,665
more certain than that the so-called Government miles of dyes at a cost of seventy million silver
of "Manchukuo" will not and cannot overcome dollars.
them. In spite of these difficulties, the Government

is stronger, its administration more effective,
The third reality which the Japanese General its finances more secure, its difficulties fewer,

Staff would like us to forget is that China is bear- than when the year began. For proof, I turn
ing the strain of this struggle far better than Japan. again to the barometer of the foreign exchange.
Yet that perhaps is natural, for she has incom- While, as I said, the national currency of Japan
parably greater resources and staying power than has fallen since September 1931 to two-fifths
Japan can have. Considering the facts which the of its previous value, that of China has sensibly
daily Press records, Japan's economic and financial increased. These assertions are strikingly sup-
situation is growing daily worse. She is faced with ported by the most important British newspaper
a gigantic burden of taxation and with budgetary in China, I mean the North China Daily News.
deficits greater than those of any country in the That paper is not over tender towards Chinese
world. As its military expenditure expands, the interests. It is, therefore, the more significant
bank deposits steadily diminish and capital flies that The Times of London gave, on November 9th,
abroad. Japanese markets are dwindling. The the following report:
burden of the Japanese adventure on Chinese soil
grows daily greater. Already, before the present "The North China Daily News publishes a
meetings of the Assembly had begun, Japanese symposium of messages from its correspondents
national currency had fallen to two-fifths of the in the interior, the messages covering Shantung,
value which it had in 1931. The fundamental fact, Honan, Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhwei, Kiangsi,
the decisive reality of the situation is that in our Wuhan and Kwangtung. The newspaper says
modern interdependent world no nation can long that their common feature is more stable con-
stand moral, political, financial and economic ditions . . . the army is better disciplined,
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and there is greater continuity in local admi- and extended the boycott. There can be no one
nistration . . . The newspaper points out who will hold that since then it has not been a
that the Central Administration has been longer measure of legitimate defence. Indeed, the Assem-
in office than any of its predecessors, and is bly will remember that, in the United States of
threatened by no openly hostile war lord. If America, an important group of highly responsible
the Government's efforts to settle the agricultural and distinguished citizens formally proposed last
problem are pressed with determination, thus winter to join China in boycott measures against
countering the communist campaign, this may Japan.
prove a turning-point in the situation.

It is not conceivable, therefore, that, under But let me put aside the events that have
these conditions, my Government and people will followed since September 18th, 1931. Let me
accept dismemberment of the Chinese nation. ask you to consider the boycott and the so-called
We shall never do so. I tell the Assembly, and anti-foreign propaganda before that date. Japan
I tell Japan, we shall never accept the so-called complained that there were serious international
"State" of "Manchukuo ". We shall never sub- wrongs. We believe that they were a reply to
mit to the conquest of that broad and fertile land, unjustified provocation. But suppose Japan was
or to the enslavement of the thirty million Chinese right, and that such wrongs existed. Has the
who live there. There is not a people represented Assembly forgotten that our Government was ready
in this Assembly who would not say the same. to arbitrate about them Has it forgotten that
We, like other people, are determined to build we offered to allow the League of Nations, the
up a Chinese nation that shall stand united, free Permanent Court or an arbitral tribunal to judge
and strong among the nations of the world. these issues, and that we promised to carry out

whatever verdict or award might be returned ?
Has it forgotten that Japan refused our offer and

These, gentlemen, are the realities of the situa- had recourse to war That, as Sir John Simon
tion in the Far East, which the Japanese milita- said yesterday, is "the central fact "; in his words,
rists would like you to forget. "the methods of the League were not employed ".

He meant, I am sure, that those methods of the
If. therefore, as the Japanese delegation desires, League of Nations were not employed by Japan,

the Assembly is to make a settlement founded for China employed them in every way within
on realities, the things it will remember are not her power.
the Japanese battalions on our plains and moun-
tains, not the puppet "State" of "Manchukuo ",
but the living reality of the Covenant, the increasing I ask the Assembly to remember that China has
power of the Chinese resistance, the increasing suffered an invasion such as is seldom seen in the
strain and financial disorder in Japan, and the history of our times, that her towns and cities have
growing strength of the National Government been bombarded and destroyed, her peoples
in China. It is only on this foundation of iron slaughtered, vast territories wrested from her
fact that any lasting settlement can be made. control. Yet, in spite of that intolerable provoca-

tion, China has stood by her obligations under the

In the third place, I must make some comment Covenant and the Pact of Paris. She has loyally
on what the delegate of Japan said about the boy- carried out every injunction of the Council to do
cott. That is the more important, because nothing that might aggravate the dispute. Through-
another delegate has spoken of it in phrases which out these fifteen months of conflict, thousands
seem almost to imply that, because of the boycott, upon thousands of Japanese have lived unharmed
China bears an equal measure of responsibility and unmolested in our midst. While this invasion
with Japan for the situation that now exists. of her soil was extending, China loyally accepted

advice not to aggravate this situation, advice
which has been given to her from Geneva not to

Japan objects to the boycott; she declares that resist the invading forces, but to accept delays and
the boycott is illegal. But its illegality must compromises that were put forward, even to accept
surely depend on the circumstances in which it changes in the plain stipulations which the Cove-
happens to be used. Japan claims that she has ant lays down.
acted in self-defence; the boycott may quite
evidently be used as a measure of self-defence, and
it is an infinitely less cruel measure than either
armaments or blockades. As a measure of pressure With this record behind us, we hold that no
or self-defence, it is not a recent invention nor fair-minded man can say that we stand on an equal
is it of Chinese origin. footing of responsibility with Japan. Faults may

have been committed in the past. We were ready,
we are still ready, to submit them to a court of law.

And if it be said that there was boycott before Bt China bears no shadow of responsibility
the incident of September 18th, 1931, that for the tragic situation which the League has now
undoubtedly is true. The present boycott arose to face
out of the massacre of Chinese citizens in Chosen
in July 1931. But, apart from that massacre,
it is well known every member of the Assembly. Two or three speakers, in trying to emphasise the
knows it - that China has had every provocation. so-called "exceptional character" of Japan's rela-
For many years Japan has pursued a policy of tions with China in Manchuria, referred to Japan's
expansion and aggression in China and of direct of stationing troops in the South Manchuria
and indirect intervention in our affairs. She Railway Zone before the incident of September 18th,
has sought to promote disunion and disorder in 1931, as being founded upon the treaty rights. This
our land; she has helped to increase the difficulties is a grave misconception. China had always
our Government has had to overcome. contested the claim, and if there ever had been any

shadow of a treaty right, it had clearly lapsed in
Of course, the events of September 18th, 1931, 1917. For even the Lytton report, after quoting

and the subsequent invasion by Japan, intensified Article II of the Additional Agreement of December
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22nd, 1905, in which "the Imperial Japanese part, we accept Sir John Simon's suggestion and we
Government, in the event of Russia's agreeing to believe that no better machinery for the purpose
the withdrawal of her railway guards, consents to could be found.
take similar steps accordingly ", says (page 52):

But it is essential, as more than one important
"It is this article upon which Japan based her delegation has pointed out, that, before negotia-

treaty right. Russia, however, long since tions can begin, we should know upon what basis
withdrew her guards and she relinquished her and within what framework they will be carried
rights to keep them by the Sino-Soviet Agreement on. We must insist upon the point, because, as
of 1924. But Japan contended that tranquillity the Assembly is only too well aware, we have the
had not been established in Manchuria and that gravest cause for doubt and hesitation. In the
China was not herself capable of affording full whole history of this dispute, Japan at every
protection to foreigners; therefore she claimed point has refused the methods of peaceful settle-
that she still retained a valid treaty right to ment. Only the other day, M. Matsuoka told the
maintain railway guards. Council that "Japanese national sentiment would

"Japan has appeared increasingly inclined to not permit outside interference in the I Manchukuo'
defend her use of these guards less upon treaty question ". In his same speech, he said that the
right than upon the ground of absolute necessity Japanese could enter into no consideration of an
under the existing state in Manchuria'." alternative solution to that of "Manchukuo".

With these facts is, before it the Assembly,
I am certain, will admit that China could not agree

Such is Japan's supposed treaty right to station to enter into negotiations except upon a basis
troops in Manchuria. But the question before us is of principles that had been unmistakably laid down.
much more than the illegal stationing of Japanese
troops in the railway zone. It is the invasion and W s t b b I 
occupation of an enormous territory extending sh thi basi be I well p lunge traight
beyond and outside the railway zone for hundreds t te hart o t problem. There are, i our
of miles. It is quite misleading, therefore, to say view, two starting-points for the work of he
that in this case there was no question of crossing Committee. The first consists of that body of
the frontier or that it was not in every respect a principles of which Dr. Yen has already spoken
military invasion of the gravest character. and which the Assembly laid down in its resolution

military iaootgof March 11th. I would recall the fact, Mr. President,
that, as you declared at our sitting of March 11th,

May I turn now from these various arguments this resolution was adopted unanimously under the
put forward in the debate to the attitude which rules of our procedure. It has, therefore, full
China will adopt in respect of the settlement of binding force on every Member of the League,
this dispute. Invitations have been made to us from including China and Japan. I declare that China
various quarters to explain our views. We have accepts its binding force and accepts, therefore,
been asked whether we will negotiate, and if so these fundamental principles which it sets forth
upon what terms. To these questions, I want to as the bases upon which the solution of the present
answer as plainly and completely as I can. conflict must be found. China holds that all the

future action of the Assembly must be founded
upon, and must be rigidly limited by, a scrupulous

Sir John Simon said yesterday afternoon that respect for these principles laid down in its own
he had heard something about direct negotiations first solemn decision.
between the parties and he said "that if direct
negotiations give promise of good results, then
surely the Assembly should encourage them by I must now mention one special application
every means in its power ". I am not sure in what of these principles to which Sir John Simon drew
quarter Sir John Simon had heard reports of direct attention yesterday. He quoted to the Assembly
negotiations. But certainly he could not have one passage in the report in which the Commission
heard it from any member of the Chinese delegation, of Enquiry says that "a mere restoration of the
of the Chinese Government or from any other status quo ante" would be no solution and he
Chinese source. If we had desired direct negotiations went on to explain to us its reason. Since the
with Japan on the basis of its military occupation present conflict arose ", he quoted from the report,
of our land, we need not have troubled the Assembly "out of the conditions prevailing before September
with our affairs, for that method has been open to 1931, to restore these conditions would merely
us since September 1931. We will not accept direct be to invite repetition of the trouble ".
negotiations with Japan, and the idea that we will
ever do so should be finally dismissed. With that sentiment we are in entire agreement,

but we have always made, as the Commission of
Enquiry made a distinction between the de factoBut, I make haste to add, we are determined also Eur made, astiti beween the de facto

to do everything in our power to help the League status quo ante and the de jure status quo ante.to do everything in our power to help the LjeagueIt is plain in the report that the Commission con-
to bring this tragic conflict to an agreed solution. t pla i he report tha t Commission con-
There is nothing we more urgently desire than that. templaes change andameloratins in theadminis-
There is nothing we more urgently require than trtive system of he Three Easter Proinces
freedom from foreign troubles, to enable us to press but that is contemplates no change in their funda-
on with our work of national reconstruction, mental legal structure. That is proved by the
The Assembly may rely on China to give it her sentences on page 133 of the report, where the
utmost assistance in its present task. And if we Commission lays down, as an indispensable con-
are against direct negotiations, we are in favourditioe to be agreed t before any negotiations
of collective negotiations through the League. Sires should accept
John Simon yesterday suggested, if I understood "the principle of the maintenance of the territorial
him rightly, that such negotiations might be and administrative integrity of China ".
undertaken through the existing Commitee of
Nineteen and that in that Committee we might It was, then, no change of that kind which the
secure the assistance and advice of the United Commission had in mind. On the contrary, it was
States of America and of the Soviet Union. For our principally change in the military arrangements
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which used to exist. China has never admitted not bound by them, as by our resolution. Yet
that Japan had a valid treaty right to maintain it is clear that they must carry considerable weight
troops within the railway zone, as I have just - the more so since they are in part but a natural
stated. The Commission recommends that all deduction from the resolution. China is ready
occupation by Japanese forces should be ended. to take these principles as a basis of discussion
For another indispensable condition before negotia- provided the resolutions of September 30th and
tions can begin is declared in the report to be the December 10th, 1931, are enforced, provided the
acceptance by both parties of the "policy of creat- .principles of the report are taken as a whole and
ing a special gendarmerie as the sole method of provided they are all interpreted in the light of
maintaining internal order ". The Commission the third principle--namely, that any solution
knew that to allow the maintenace of a system must conform to the provisions of the Covenant,
whereby Japanese and Chinese armies occupied the Pact of Paris and the Nine-Power Treaty.
Chinese territory side by side would be "to invite On this clear understanding, China will accept
a repetition of the trouble ". When these funda- them, together with the resolution of March 11th,
mental conditions are understood, therefore, it as the basis upon which, and the framework within
is quite plain that China can accept, as a condition which, practical negotiations can be begun.
of negotiation, the passage in the report to which
Sir John Simon drew attention. LMay I now summarise what I have said.

Conscious that China is free from guilt for the war-
But China accepts also the sentences which like operations that are going on, convinced that

immediately follow these to which Sir John Simon the essential justice of our cause has been upheld
referred. These further sentences are a logical both by the report of the Commission of Enquiry
and necessary consequence of those which he quoted, and by the debates of this Assembly, we are
and they read as follows: ready to enter into negotiations for a settlement

of the dispute.

"From what we have said in the two preceding
chapters, the maintenance and recognition of The negotiations should be collective and should
the present regime in Manchuria would be equally be conducted in the Committee of Nineteen.
unsatisfactory. Such a solution does not appear They should be preceded by the adoption of an
to us compatible with the fundamental principle Assembly resolution, pledging Members of the
of existing international obligations, nor with League not to recognise "Manchukuo " or enter
the good understanding between the two countries into any relations therewith. They should be
upon which peace in the Far East depends. It begun upon the basis of, and should be limited by,
is opposed to the interests of China. It disregards the resolutions of March 11th and the principles
the wishes of the people of Manchuria, and it is of Chapter IX of the report.
at least questionable whether it would ultimately
serve the permanent interests of Japan." In making this declaration, we feel that we are

giving one more proof of our faith in the League
e C d u t S of Nations. Our Government has done everything

The Chinese delegation understands that SirJohn Simon not only accepts the sentences which in its power to prove by deeds that we believe in
John Simon not only accepts the sentences which the new order- in the conception of human
he quoted from page 127, but that he accepts also relationships embodied in the League. We have

.. hoe sentence whih iy f w on relationships embodied in the League. We have
those sentences which immediately follow on f years practised a policy of co-operation with
page 128. That was perfectly clear from what he for years practised a poic o cooperation ith
said yesterday. He stated that the United Kingdom the Leagu Western civieam in with the beinthe best in Western civilisation with the best in
Government accepts the whole report. We assume, traditions and culture, in order that
therefore, that he will be willing, as we are willing, y bid u a great Pacific civilisation embrac-

Jll 2 I ]1 7 we may build up a great Pacific civilisation embrac-
to make the acceptance of these sentences the ng one quarter of the human race and radiating
indispensable condition for the negotiations which it influence throughout Asia and the world.
the Commission of Nineteen must undertake. That
means, and I have no doubt that the United Kingdom
delegation is in agreement, that the Assembly We cannot carry this idea into practice while
must make it clear to the world and to Japan that we live under the ceaseless menace of the modern
the maintenance of "Manchukuo " can never militarism of Japan. Has the Assembly heard of
solve our problem. In our view, it is for the the 'back to Asia" programme? That programme
Assembly to make the Commission's verdict its means a policy of isolation for Japan, the exclusion
own and to declare that, since the maintenance of all Western influences from Asia and a policy
of "Manchukuo" is inconsistent with existing of Japanese conquest and domination throughout
international obligations, it will never be recognised the East. My colleague, Dr. Koo, quoted in the
by any Member of the League, who will further Council the other day one striking exposition
refuse to enter into relations therewith. Without of this programme. General Araki, Minister of
such a declaration, it is impossible that any fruitful War and the present ruler of Japan, wrote a few
negotiations can begin, for the discussion in the weeks ago in the Army Club Magazine an article
negotiations would be falsified by a fatal ambiguity in which he stated:
from the start.

"Countries of Eastern Asia are an object of
oppression by white people. This is an unde-

Let me continue with my explanation of our niable fact, and Japan should no longer let the
view of the terms upon which the negotiations impertinence go unpunished. . . . It is the
of the Committee of Nineteen should be begun. duty of the people of Japan to oppose every action

by the Powers that is not in accordance with
In our view, the second starting-point for the the spirit of the Empire. . . . "

work of the Committee is the ten principles laid
down in Chapter IX of the report. I wish to These are the words of the present ruler of Japan,
emphasise that these principles stand on a different who claims to speak for Asia. But we, as the
footing from those contained in the resolutions oldest and largest race in Asia, contest his right
of March 11th. They have not been solemnly to speak for Asia. That is not the spirit and the
accepted by the Members of the League. We are culture of Asia. Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, the revered
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founder of our movement, always preached inter- these two passages. I heard that some of the
national co-operation. We are modern people, Commissioners could not agree to accept the first
we of Nationalist China, and we realise that the unless it were qualified by the second. If you
nations of the world are interdependent and that wish to prove what I have heard, I would propose
international co-operation is both a moral and a to the Assembly that the Commissioners should
material necessity for all of us. We hope that the be called in. That is one instance in which I feel
people of Japan will reject the militarism now a misrepresentation has been made.
forced upon them, and will join us in our inter-
national co-operation with the West. It is plain
on every page of its report that the Commission of
Enquiry regards a change of spirit as an essential Again, to show you how some of my statements
condition of the solution it proposes. were misrepresented, let me refer you to a passage

in the speech of our learned colleague from Greece,
On his last historic visit to Japan in the winter who is well known and respected in my country.

of 1925 Dr. Sun, just before he died, appealed I have yet to go through the records; so I may
to the people and leaders of Japan to adopt Wang be wrong, but I did understand him to say, in
Tao, the rule of right and justice, as opposed to reference to the question of self-defence, that Japan
Pa Tao, the rule of might over right, in the relations has got to prove that she is not guilty of the charge
between our peoples. Dr. Sun held that Wang Tao - the conclusion as found in the report of the
was the common heritage of the peoples of the East. Commission. That is to say, you bring a charge
He hoped that China and Japan might work and then tell the defendant to prove that he is not
together to bring it as a contribution from Asia to the guilty. I do not think such a rule of burden of
cause of world peace. China still hopes for this help proof exists in any country. Certainly it does not
from the people of Japan. She still believes that, exist in my country, and I cannot bring myself to
with this ideal, they may become together a pillar believe that such a rule of onus probandi prevails
of strength for the League of Nations and a light even in the League of Nations.
in Asia to lead the World.

The President: I think these two examples suffice to show what
I mean in referring to a feature that I may charac-

Translation: M. Matsuoka, delegate of Japan, terise as altogether unfair.
will address the Assembly.

M. Matsuoka (Japan). - Since the day before
yesterday I have been listening with very keen I particularly make a reservation with regard
interest to the addresses which have been made. to the address of our Chinese colleague to-day.
On the speeches themselves I reserve the right to I will not now go into the details of that speech,
make whatever comment I may deem necessary but I trust you will permit me to refer to one or
at a later stage, and I shall not enter into a dis- two points. He was anxious to show in what a
cussion on them at the moment. However, I bad condition Japan was economically and finan-
would like to point out a feature which I might cially. I am not prepared to make any protest
characterise as altogether unfair in the speeches to that charge; to a certain extent, I admit it.
of many of my colleagues. That feature is the Japan also belongs to that group of Powers which
cutting out and breaking off of parts of the report are suffering from the wodd depression, and I
of the Commission of Enquiry and the taking of envy China, which our Chinese colleague claims to
small portions of my addresses and the observations be on a higher plane of finance and economics--
of my Government, without any reference to the perhaps the only exception in the world to-day.
context. Such quotations were often made the I congratulate him.
basis of criticism and attacks against me or against
my country, or were used to produce conclusions
altogether unwarranted if one were to take pains
to read the whole of the context. That, I consider, Then our Chinese colleague referred to military
is altogether unfair and I do not think that any of caste - I do not remember whether it was Dr. Yen
you will disagree with me. or Dr. Woo who referred to that, either in the

Assembly, or in the Council, or even outside the
As an example, I cannot understand why many Council. Anyhow, whichever it was, he tried to

of the speakers referred to a passage in the report make out that there were military clan? and that
of the Commission where it is stated, with reference Japan is to-day under the thumb of those military
to the action of Japanese troops on the night of clans. Let me simply say that there are no
September 18th, that: military clans to-day in Japan, neither is there a

military caste. I do admit that there are Japanese
"The military operations of the Japanese who are clad in khaki carrying sabres, but I find

troops during this night, which have been des- men in all countries somewhat similarly dressed.
cribed above, cannot be regarded as measures They do not come from any particular class and
of legitimate self-defence ". they do not come from any particular caste. For

instance, General Tanaka, to whose alleged
That is the passage as quoted by my colleagues, memorial the Chinese delegate has referred so

but it leaves out the remainder of the paragraph, often, comes from one of the poorest families of
which, so far as I can recall, only one or two Japan. Father and sons were only able to make
speakers read. The rest of the paragraph reads as a living by manufacturing Japanese parasols, and
follows : that General Tanaka whom we regard with respect

"In saying this, the Commission does not and love in Japan as one of our great statesmen
exclude the hypothesis that the officers on the carried some of the parasols his father made to
spot may have thought they were acting in self- other villages to sell. I can give you a great
defence." number of cases where noted generals and admirals

in Japan also come from very poor families. We
If I am correctly informed, I have heard that have no caste in Japan to-day that particularly

the Commissioners had pretty hot discussions on produces navy and army officers. When our
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Chinese colleague was referring to General Araki Or, I may put it another way, and say disagreements
as the ruler of Japan, I think he was forgetting in unanimity. If an impartial reader will take
that there was an Emperor in Japan whom we the trouble to compare the report passage by
regard as our ruler both in name and in reality, passage, he will find in it, as we have had occasion
and then there are the Prime Minister and other to point out time and again, passages which are
Ministers of State. General Araki is only War contradictory. I am not criticising the members of
Minister. the Commission at all. On the contrary, I pay a

very high tribute to their integrity and to. the
painstaking work so conscientiously carried out

I think most, if not all, of the points raised by by them. Nevertheless, with five members, it is
various speakers, including the Chinese delegate, perfectly natural that we should ind disagreement
were answered in advance, and I should like to na report such as this. If we did not, it would be
ask you carefully to study our observations as a marvel. The vry fat that there is unanmty 
well as our statements. disagreement, or disagreements in unanimity, proves

that these gentlemen were conscientious and
sincere. Contradictions and disagreements are there,
nevertheless. While I agree with the distinguished

Let me now refer cursorily to the British action representative of the United Kingdom, I must add
in 1927. The Chinese delegate drew our attention that the very nature of the report makes it impos-
to the difference between the British action then sible for any one of us to accept it in toto.
and our actions in Shanghai last spring, or in
Manchuria since last autumn. The only difference With regard to the point so often put forward by
I can see is that the United Kingdom sent her some delegates that Japan has violated the Cove-
troops out to China, while, as I pointed out the nant of the League of Nations, the Pact of Paris,
other day, we had marines in Shanghai, and later the Nine-Power Treaty, and so forth, it suffices
we sent land forces. As regards Manchuria, as I also for me again to declare that Japan contends
pointed out the other day, our troops were there and believes that she is not guilty of such violation.
in virtue of a treaty to safeguard the lives and
property of Japanese subjects; there were, and are W Japanese do appreciate and understand the
to-day, over one million Japanese subjects in apprehension entertained by some of the so-called
Manchuria, including Japanese of Korean origin. small Powers and we take the stand that our actions
The United States sent troops to Nicaragua to Manchuria do not warrant such apprehension.in Manchuria do not warrant such apprehension.protect the lives and property of their citizens.protect othe lives tand propery of their citizens. On this point, however, I shall refrain from dilating.
I think about seven thousand troops were sent to
protect six or seven hundred Americans. Had we
adopted that standard, we should have had to send the whole, I am in accord with the principles
troops to the number, say, of over ten million, and advocated by different speakers, particularly by
we have not that number in Japan. those representing what we call small nations. The

only difference of opinion, if there is any, is that
we do not believe our actions have militated against
these principles.

Perhaps I can better illustrate what I have in
mind by telling the following story: I look upon Si John Simon, M. Paul-Boncour and other
our dispute in this way -- and particularly with pointed out the complexity of the question and
reference to the British action in 1-927. Britishersrerefhnce to the British action in 1927. Britishers pleaded for realities to be taken into consideration.
had treaty right to be in China and, finding they I think we cannot stress that point too much.
were in danger, the British Government sent out Again, our colleague from Italy called attention
troops to lick the spoilt boy of the Far East, if to the elasticity and flexibility that should be borne
need be. As I pointed out the other day, Chiang in mind in applying the Covenant, and I perfectly
Kai-shek quickly came to terms and therefore the agree with him. I even believe that, if we do not
Britishers were not obliged to fight. But in ou ear in mind this particular point, the consequences
case, in connection with Manchuria, our troops were which any decision taken in the League of Nations
there. It is as if we were invited into the house of would produce would be contrary to what is sought
our neighbour, who began to abuse and even to and contrary to the very principles of the League.
attack us by every imaginable means. We perse-
vered, and, although we Japanese have a lot of May I b i i 
patience more than the average Westerner May I be permitted to call your attention to the
pwatienlcet more tan the average iWesrner- a fact that, in spite of all our wishes to perfect it, thewe at last got mad and hit the neighbour, and perfection 

straight away our neighbour comes to Geneva and League as it exists to-day is far from perfection ?straight away our neighbour comes to Geneva and
says the Japanese invaded his house and struck him
down for no cause. Japan decided at the Versailles Conference to

join the League of Nations, believing that the
United States of America, one of the prime movers,
if not the prime mover, for the League of Nations,

Is it the duty of the League of Nations to protect would join. As you all know, the United States of
one from consequences of one's own folly and America, for its own reasons, refused to join.
actions, inimical, not only to the interests of one's et me be very frank and say that, the moment
neighbour, but also to the peace of the world ? America decided not to join the League, every self-

interest of Japan, narrowly construed, would have
dictated that Japan should not join the League.

Our distinguished colleague from the United America, that great Power across the Pacific Ocean,
Kingdom very aptly said yesterday that none of us is out of the League; Soviet Russia is out of the
can accept the report of the Commission of Enquiry League. At our door we have China, that vast
in toto. I do not quote his words, but refer to the country in these fearful conditions. I ask you to
sense of them. May I be allowed to undertake use a little imagination. How would you have
to improve his statement just a bit ? In the report acted if you had been Japan ?
of the Commission we do find in a certain sense the
unanimity which some speakers have stressed As we all know, the Japanese Government did
so much; but it is unanimity in disagreement. not change its decision to be in the League. Why?
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Simply because it was anxious to contribute what I will say a few words about Manchukuo. As
little it could towards the League and thereby to I have already had occasion to point out, the
contribute towards world peace. There could have conditions in Manchukuo are improving and the
been no other reason whatever. To-day, I have to situation compares favourably with that of China
confess, there are a number of serious thinkers in Proper to-day. Its administration is working
Japan, who, disgusted, exasperated that their in a better way; its finances are assured; the most
case is not fully understood by the League of difficult question of currency offers no reason for
Nations, are urging withdrawal, and that Japan anxiety. Our idea is that the healthy develop-
made a mistake in entering at all. By what has ment of Manchukuo will eventually contribute
been going on at Geneva you have produced these to the attainment of the high object for which
men in Japan, although I have to say, as I have the League stands.
said often before, that the majority of our people
are still for the League. They are still for remaining Manchukuo, when fully developed, will form
loyal - just as loyal as they have been in the past, the corner-stone of peace in the Far East - that

is our faith. If, gentlemen, you wish to know
more about Manchukuo, I can inform you that
there are in Geneva three gentlemen connected

Approach the same point from another angle. with the Manchukuo Government. One is General
To-day, Japan is confronted with grave dangers. Ting, personal representative of the Chief Execu-
Conditions in China are worse than ever, despite the tive of Manchukuo; another is George Bronson
assurance of our Chinese colleague to the contrary. Rea, Counsellor to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
In a word, Japan is to-day faced with an appalling who is regarded as one of the greatest authorities
situation throughout Eastern Asia, and is fighting on Far-Eastern affairs; and the third is Mr. Arthur
single-handed to save the Far East - not to H. Edwardes, formerly Inspector-General of the
start war in the Far East; far from it. And we Maritime Customs of China, who has acceptedthe
are confronting that situation with Soviet Russia position of adviser to the Manchukuo Government.
still outside the League of Nations. This proposal was made to him by Manchukuo

to utilise his knowledge and experience gained
in the Maritime Customs of China and later as the

Now, having these cold facts before you, gentle- head of that great institution which was built up
men, would it not only be common sense to by Sir Robert Hart - perhaps the only institution
suggest to yourselves that Japan cannot be judged worth mentioning in China.
under the Covenant of the League without any
elasticity or flexibility being allowed to it-as May I now refer to the impression in some
though the League of Nations included Soviet quarters that the actions of Japan in Shanghai
Russia, the United States of America and all other and Manchuria were the actions of militarists?
Powers among its Members, and as though the That is not true. That is a misrepresentation
League of Nations were perfect to-day? and, by the repetition of dogmatic statements

which have no foundation, the people were led
to believe that misrepresentation. The moment
our troops acted in Manchuria, the whole of the

One speaker referred to nationalism and inter- Japanese nation was roused and supported them.
nationalism. He spoke as though some peoples in I belong to a political party in Japan, and we
Europe were on a higher plane, while the Japanese Japanese politicians fight among ourselves in much
were on a lower plane. I cannot quite see my way the same way as you. But, once this incident in
to agree to such a representation of Japan and other Manchuria was known, we buried our differences.
Powers. We Japanese, I think, can state, without The people of all classes and of all shades of opi-
fear of contradiction, that Japan has in thepast con- nion buried their differences and supported the
tributed to internationalism, if not throughout the military officers who had acted as they should
world, at least in the Far East, and has contributed have acted. The same can be said about the
to world peace in an indirect way, if not in a military actions in Shanghai.
direct way. We believe that a real internationalism
can only be achieved through a healthy nationalism. In this connection, will you allow me to suggest
We believe it, and if that speaker meant to criticise to you that if there were no good reason it would
Japan for holding such belief, I accept the criticism. be inexplicable that the whole nation should

stand by the actions of the officers ? There was
not one dissenting voice throughout the land.
There are sixty-five million Japanese of pure

Again, several speakers have stated that the blood, and they all stood up as one man. Do you
League is the life-line of their existence. This suppose that they all went mad? Do you suppose
statement is, as I understand it, primarily made that they were all insane? It is a pretty hard
for the promotion of the self-interest of each thing to make sixty-five million people insane,
individual Member. In Japan, we entertain a and I trust that our delegation here is not regarded
similar notion when we refer to Manchuria. by you yet as insane. Does not common sense
That idea we base first on self-interest, and suggest to you that there must have been a very
secondly on that great policy of Japan to which serious reason? Can you not at least suspect
I have had occasion to refer - the maintenance -- unless you presume that we all went mad--
of peace and order in Eastern Asia. Nevertheless, that there must have been some good reason for
primarily we refer to Manchuria as our life-line the sixty-five million people to unite as one man
from the standpoint of our own self-interest. I in backing up these actions?
do not claim to know exactly the intentions of
these speakers in referring to the " life-line ", The reason is plain and simple. Our nation
but I do say that these gentlemen, when they regards the issue connected with Manchuria as
speak of the League of Nations as their own life- involving the very existence of Japan; she looks
line, admit that they are speaking primarily from upon it as a question of life and death.
self-interest, and I submit that it is only fair to
allow us Japanese to present our case and make I owe it to candour to state - though it may
contentions based on the self-interests of Japan. shock some of you - that the irresponsible and
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misguided voices which were raised in the autumn of State of the American Government. However,
of last year and the spring of this year in Geneva taking into consideration the realities of the Far
scared some of our people so much that they made East, and the temper of the Powers since, would
up their minds to confront even the severest sanc- you imagine that the paper on which the note was
tion under the Covenant - that is to say, economic written would have alone enabled China to continue
boycott. They were ready to face it if need be, to exist? There must have been power behind
and I have to tell you, gentlemen - and this does the note. And whose power was it ? Largely
not imply any threat on our part, though our the power and strength of Japan. So we Japanese,
Chinese colleagues conveniently refer to my utter- to be very frank, feel that our Chinese friends ought
ances as threats because of a particular emphasis to be thanking Japan as much as the United States
or a certain intonation which is really a habit of of America for saving China from being partitioned,
mine - that even to-day our people are prepared and for, later on, saving the Republic of China
to undergo it. And why? Because they believe which these distinguished gentlemen from China
that it is a question of now or never. They bow now claim to represent.
not before threats, they stoop not down even under
sanctions. They will calmly face them because,
rightly or wrongly, they believe that - now or Now let me refer to another point. For argu-
never! And they do believe that they are right. ment's sake, suppose Japan accepted the sugges-

tions contained in the report of the Commission of
Enquiry, such as the demilitarisation of Manchuria

n o p t h a c o t and the policing of that vast territory by setting
I need only point to half a century of the Far- p international gendarmerie. To be very

Eastern history to convince you that the aim of u anting a specal gendarmerier E e hs bn p , .se o a frank, the idea of creating a special gendarmerie
our Empire has been peace, in spite of all the p peace and oder in a country as big

accsa o hecotrryadvanced by our preserving peace and order in a country as big
accusations to the contrary advanced by our s Germany and France combined - outlawry
colleagues from China. To mention but a few and bany rampanapears to us an abur-
events: the wars with the United Kingdom and ad bditry r mp cannt do it. That scheme
France were started in the eighteen-forties; the s one ed, Ibelieve, in Turkey. Even there
Tai Ping Rebellion, lasting fourteen long years, cd succeed; in Manchuria never.
which was started in 1850 ; and the Sino-Japanese cncusins, e e e u

War in .45 K Before we draw such conclusions, let me tell you
War in 1894-95, over Korea. The caus of this what must be expected in the event of our accepting
last war was the presumption on the part of China such suggestions. In the first place, you have to
that she had suzerainty over Korea, which forms ecie hose troops shoul e t . ppose
a kind of dart directed at the very heart of Japan, e e to soe p o the sovereigntywe agree to some plan of getting the sovereignty
as you can see for yourself if you have before you restored there. Naturally I think myof China restored there. Naturally, I think my
a map of the ZFar East.a map of the JFar East. Chinese friends would contend that troops should

be sent back to take control of the situation, for
there must be some troops to restore order and

China agreed, in the Treaty of Tientsin, that maintain peace in Manchuria. Then what would
she would not contend for suzerainty over Korea. happen? Are those troops to be the troops of
She violated that Treaty, and, instead of acting General Chang Hsueh-liang or the troops of the

Nationalist Government of Nanking? They have
faithfully, she set about increasing her power in Nationalist Government of Nanking? They have
KIorea. This brought about the Sino-Japanese got to decide that in the first place. If I under-
War. Then the partition movement of China began stand it correctly, the report of the Commission
to set in, and the Boxer uprising came. After makes it clear that the restoration of the status
that, the danger of partition increased more and quo ante is impossible. Does that lead to theconclusion that General Chang 11sueh-liang should
more as time went by. China was more than once conclusion that nra hang uhiang houd
almost on the point of being partitioned. In this notgo back to Manchuria? I do not know, butcommon sense will point you to such a conclusion.
connection, I need hardly refer to the fact that, in common sense will point you to such a conclusion.
the Boxer Rising, it was owing to Japan's partici-
pation in the allied expedition to Peking that the
Powers were enabled to save their Ministers and Now, let us suppose that General Chang Hsueh-
their wives and children from being murdered. liang does not send his troops back to Manchuria.
Suppose we had declined to join the troops of Then it is left only to the Nationalist Government
other nations and these Ministers and their to send troops. Would it be permitted to do so ?
families were murdered in Peking, do you imagine, I am afraid they will have to settle that question
knowing the temper of the world then and the between themselves before either of them can go
realities that existed in the Far East, that there into Manchuria, and that will at least entail hos-
would have been any China to-day? A few years tilities and civil wars for the next two or three
afterwards came the Russo-Japanese War. The years.
greatest cause of this war was the secret alliance
treaty concluded between China and Russia. We
learned of it at the Washington Conference, to our What are you going to do in the meantime ith
great surprise. As we all know now, they very Manchuria? Are you just going to take advice from
skilfully hid it from us and we did not know of that Geneva that the people in Manchuria should
secret alliance treaty against Japan, under the s f w, R w keep quiet until these militarists settle that issue
terms of which Russia was offered every faciliy n themelves And, when they settle tht
to make its way down to the southern extremity between them and send in some Chinese
of Manchuria. Again, I am afraid, there would
have been no Manchuria, perhaps no China, to-day, troops, I am inclined to think that that will produceanother impasse and create a far worse situation
if Japan had not had the courage and strength to thanther mpasse and create a far worse stuat o

than the one we are now facing. On that point,
fight Russia. let me remind you that, in Chapter IX, the report

enumerates nine principles, and then comes the
tenth principle. There it states that the conditions

We often hear of John Hay's note for the pre- enumerated cannot be fulfilled without a strong
servation of the integrity of China and so forth. Central Government in China. Now, when do you
We pay all our respects to that note of the Secretary expect to have a strong Central Government in
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China? Not to-morrow? Certainly not. In a year? established between Soviet Russia and Japan in
No. In two years No. the Far East? It is for you to decide.

I have made a life study of the Chinese problem The League, as I have already had occasion to
and I believe I know something of it. I dare make o rendered a signal service to the
the forecast that China will not be united and will o a nnein ith the Mnchricause of peace in connection with the Manchuriannot be able to have a strong Central Government (as not; e able to have a strng Central Gjvrnment (as question. Another service it has rendered is that of
an Oriental I feel sorry for it) certainly for the next qevetion. noers from taking redes i is matr. 

even fo th nx tey yerpreventing Powers from taking sides in this matter.
ten years, perhaps even for the next twenty years, 1 . v . i.ten years, perhaps even for the next twenty years, That is the great service which the League has
and maybe not in our lifetime. That is the direction rendered for the cause of peace in the r ast.
in which the actual conditions in China point.in whihe thae actual coitieos int o o nsidation. As you all know, the Powers were quarrelling in the
We must take these realities into consideration 
before we try to apply the fundamental principles ..Far East. Chinese statesmen are particularly adeptbefore we try to apply the fundamental principles themselves in the art of causing Powers to find themselves at
of the League of Nations. We Japanese are not ieas. ince the League exists to-day, andagains these principles. No But we cal your. loggerheads. - Since the League exists to-day, and
against these principles. No! But we call your .But we cllyour because of its actions, the Powers have been
attention to the realities of the situation. I am glad prevented from taking sides. That is a greatthat many of my colleagues agree with our conten- opntrbution.
tion on that point.

To put the matter briefly, the Japanese heart is Is it, however, too much for me to be so frank
adamant before threats and unwarranted criticism,as to say that this very League which has pre-

vented Powers from taking sides - and has thusbut it is soft before acts of kindness, appreciation vened Powers from taking sides - an has thus
and sympathy. Let me illustrate this by referring rendered gre service to the cause of eace in
to our relations with the Union of Soviet Socialisth Far East -has given the appearance at least
Republics. Only half a year ago, it would have f taking sides with China against Japan? I

been impossible to imagine any newspaper or do not believe for a moment that this was the
intention of the League, but in some way such a

anybody in Japan daring to advocate the signing of intention of the h League bu t in some way such a
a non-aggression treaty between the two countries. pea e has been given. nt n h 
What do we see to-day? Are we so unreasonable?WThat do we see to-day? Are we so unreasonable? to be blamed, but at least the Chinese advertised
Are we not amenable to reason and responsive to in their own country, as well as abroad, that the
kindness? Before I left Tokio, I saw one of the League was backing up China against Japan.

greatest newspapers in Japan clling upon the This encouraged China to continue in her attitude
people to give serious consideration to the question of refusing to start direct negoiaions with Japan.
of a non-aggression pact, and only a few days after I I know personally that here are many Chinese

farrived in Genevsoa the majoritny of our newspapers Iin China who desire to enter into direct negotiations,arrived in Geneva the majority of our newspapers but I will not divulge their name, lest they be
took up the question and expressed themselves in bt ill nt dile tste e
favour of it;-a rapid and big change in publicattacked and killed by hare-brained students.
sentiment in Japan. What was the reason for this ?
The reply is very simple: Soviet Russia understood
the Manchurian question. It understood our
position and our actions there, and refrained from As you a know, the object of the League of
meddling with affairs in Manchuria. Not only that; atons peace. The object of the great Powers,
recently Soviet Russia has been doing all she such as America, the United Kingdom, France
could to save those Japanese in Manchuli and and others, is also peace. The object of Japan,
elsewhere along the frontier of Manchukuo, who despite propaganda to the contrary, is peace.
were held as hostages by a Chinese general who had We do not differ in our object, but we differ withwere held as hostages by a Chinese general who had ^ ^ grappling with a
been persuaded to rebel against Manchukuo by some as to the means. We are grappling with a
Chang Hsueh-liang. This act of kindness appealed grave question of life and death to our nation.
to the heart of Japan; hence this vast and rapid We are also grappling with the great question of
change in the national feeling towards Soviet restoring peace and order in the Far East. Would
cRussia. ithnainlfentoaenot common sense suggest to you that the Japanese,

with a history which has even been praised by some
of my colleagues, know something of the Far East,

Half a year ago, it appeared that there was no know what they are doing and know with whom
hope whatever of inducing the Japanese nation they are dealing in the Far East?
to conclude a non-aggression pact with Russia,
but I can now state from this tribune that there is
very good hope of it.very good hope of it. Some people in Europe and America contend

that world public opinion is against Japan, that

Cannot the League of Nations take a profitable Japan is defying world opinion, and so forth.
hint from this? As long as you hold out false hopes Is that so? We are getting letters and even, in
to the Chinese people that outsiders will come to some cases, telegrams from different parts of Europe
their assistance, so long can we have no real peace and America, appreciating our position and our
in the Far East. This the Soviet Government contentions, and even encouraging us to persist
understands, in addition to understanding the in our present attitude. The number of these
motives of Japan in connection with the Manchu- peple is increasing. The situation is being
rian question. better understood everywhere. But suppose that

public opinion were so absolutely against Japan
as some of the people try to make out, are you

With imperialistic Russia we might have had sure that the so-called world opinion will persist
a war a long time ago over Manchuria which even for ever and never change? Humanity crucified
this League would not have been able to prevent; Jesus of Nazareth two thousand years ago. And
but, thanks to Soviet Russia, we not only have no to-day? Can any of you assure me that the so-
fear of that, but there is good prospect of coming to called world opinion can make no mistake? We
an understanding and peace. Is the League of Japanese feel that we are now put on trial. Some
Nations against or for that peace which is to be of the people in Europe and America may wish
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even to crucify Japan in the twentieth century. say to the contrary. Not only that, but if we came
Gentlemen, Japan stands ready to be crucified ! to a, definite agreement with Soviet Russia that we
But we do believe, and firmly believe, that, in a would keep aloof whatever might happen, what
very few years, world opinion will be changed then?
and that we also shall be understood by the world
as Jesus of Nazareth was. If the object of the League of Nations is really

world peace - and I believe it is - and peace
in the Fati East is part of it, which would you prefer ?

Finally, let me call attention to another point; Would you prefer to weaken Japan, the only hope
I shall have finished in a few minutes. Let meto-day in that appalling situation throughout
again give you, in the fewest words possible, just Eastern Asi, ts br about more chaos
a broad outline of the actual conditions in the Far in the ar East; or would you prefer to see Japan's
East. Outer Mongolia fell off from China, as you position strengthened? That would give you a
know, many years ago; to-day, it is virtually a hope of re-establishing peace and order in the
part of Soviet Russia. I cannot find Tibet on the Far East. Gentlemen, I leave it to you to answer
map of China to-day. Chinese Turkestan has that uestion, and I thank you for your kind
hardly any connection with the so-called National attention and patience in listening to me.
Government at Nanking. And we find Sovietism
right in the heart of China. The area over which The President:
the influence of that Sovietism extends is about
six times as large as Japan Proper. I approach Translation: The general discussion is closed.
that problem with a question: will it stay there As you are aware, we have received two draft
limited to the present area? Why has not that resolutions, one signed by the delegates of Czecho-
movement spread more rapidly? The answer is: slovakia and Switzerland (document A.(Extr.).
there stands Japan. At least Soviet Russia 163.1932.VII)1 and the other by the delegates of
respects Japan. Were Japan's position weakened, Czechoslovakia, the Irish Free State, Spain and
either by the League of Nations or by any other Sweden (document A.(Extr.).162.1932.VII).2
institutions or Powers, you may be sure tha ht Ithatis connection the Japanese delegate also
Sovietism would reach the mouth of the Yangtse submitted a motion of order this mornng
in no time.

I think I ought to consult the Bureau before we
decide on the course to be followed. The Bureau

Or, suppose that Japan, getting disgusted, decides consists of eight members; it was elected at the
to keep away from China Proper and simply first meeting of the Assembly, and, according to
watch whatever development the conditions of the rules of procedure, its business is to decide,
China might take: in that case also I am sure with the President, what course should be adopted.
that Sovietism would spread rapidly and would
cover the greater part of China in no time. I The Assembly rose at 7.30 p.m.
feel sure of it, whatever our Chinese friends may

FIFTEENTH PLENARY MEETING OF THE ASSEMBLY.

Friday, December 9th, 1932, at 2.30 p.m.

CONTENTS. the Swiss and Czechoslovak delegations, which has
APPEAL OF T CINESE GOV . been slightly amended with the consent of the
APPEAL OF HE CHINESE OVERNMEN. authors and reads as follows:

Adoption of Draft Resolution submitted by the
Swiss and Czechoslovak Delegations.

RESIGNATION OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL OF THE The Assembly,
LEAGUE OF NATIONS. " Having received the report of the Commis-
Approval of the Appointment of M. Avenol as his sion of Enquiry set up under the resolution

Successor. adopted on December 10th, 1931, by the Council,
together with the observations of the parties
and the Minutes of the Council meetings held
from November 21st to 28th, 1932;

President: M. HYMANS. "In view of the discussions which took place
at its meetings from December 6th to 9th, 1932:

AtPPEAL OF THE CHINE:SE GOVERltE~N:R lENT':T " Requests the Special Committee appointed
cADOPTION OF TH:CE DBRAE0T REaSOkLUTION under its resolution of March 11th, 1932:
SUBMITTED BY THEE SWISS AND CZECHO-
SLOVAK D:ELEGATIONS. " (1) To study the report of the Commission

of Enquiry, the observations of the parties
T'lhe President: and the opinions and suggestions expressed in

the Assembly, in whatever form they were
Translation : In accordance with my announce- submitted;

ment at the end of our meeting yesterday, I
convened the Bureau of the Assembly, and, in
conformity with its unanimous opinion, I have the X See Annex XI.
honour to submit to the Assembly the proposal of 2 See Annex X.
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"(2) To draw up proposals with a view to write " yes " on their voting-papers if they approve
the settlement of the dispute brought before the Council resolution, "no " if they desire to
it under the Council resolution dated February oppose it, or simply "abstention ".
19th, 1932 ; May I ask Mr. Connolly, delegate of the Irish

(3)a^ fo,~ ^'4~.^~ tFree State, President-in-Office of the Council, and
A(3) To submit these proposals to the His Excellency M. Motta, President of the Swiss

Assembly at the earliest possible moment." Confederation, first delegate of Switzerland, to
. come to the platform and act as tellers.If there are no observations on this proposal, I

shall declare it adopted. A secret ballot was taken by roll-call.

The draft resolution was adopted.
The President:

The President : |Translation: I beg to thank the tellers for their
Translation: In pursuance of this resolution, services.

I refer to the Committee of Nineteen all the docu-
mentation communicated to us by the Council, the The result of the ballot is as follows:
documentation received by us since, and the Number of votes cast 44
Minutes of our discussions, to which the proposals Voting-papers blank or spoilt .. 1
submitted are annexed. Voting papers valid . . . . . . 43

The Committee of Nineteen is asked, on the Absolute majority . .22
basis of this documentation, to begin its work For 42
under the terms of the Assembly resolution as soon Against .. . ...... . 1
as possible.

It is understood that none of the suggestions or i i ii A 
proposals put forward during the Assembly's dis- ^ ^ ^^ a pointing M. Avenol asproposals plut forward during the Assembly's dis- |Secretary-General of the League of Nations having
cussions shall prejudge the view taken by the
Committee, which shall retain entire freedom in that been approved by the required majority, I therefore
respect. It will give equal attention to all the delare that, the conditions laid down in the
opinions expressed, in whatever form they are put ovenant having ben fulfilled, M. Avenol 
forward. appointed Secretary-General of the League of
i: We propose to convene the Committee of Nine- Nation, and his appoment will take effect from
teen as soon as possible. the date on which the present Secretary-Generalteen as soon as possible.

relinquishes his duties.
The vote you have just taken is of the highest

importance, and I am sure M. Avenol will appreciate
RESIGNATION OF THE SECRETARY-GENERAL the Assembly's striking testimony to its confidence

OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS: APPROVAL in him.
OF THE APPOINTMENT OF M. AVENOL AS This is the first time the Assembly has been called
HIS SUCCESSOR. upon to apply the rule laid down in the Covenant

prescribing the method of election of the Secretary-
The President: General. A bare majority was necessary, but

M. Avenol has been elected almost unanimously.
Translation : We now come to the second item Nearly all the delegations representing the States

on our agenda. The Assembly is called upon to Members of the League have thus spontaneously
vote on the Council's resolution of October 17th chosen one who has for years devoted all his
with regard to the appointment of M. Avenol as abilities and energies to the League's work.
Secretary-General of the League of Nations. M. Avenol first made a very real contribution, as a

You have all received the Council resolution. member of the Financial Committee, towards the
I think it advisable, however, to read it. It is as action to secure the financial recovery of certain
follows: States. He always took a decisive line, and his

"The Cncil a int Av t b t advice was listened to with deference. When,
therefore, the post of Deputy Secretary-General fellSecretary-General of the League of Nations, and vacant his appointment was warmly welcomed.. . .^ .vacant, his appointment was warmly welcomed.submits the appointment to the approval of the N , aftr en ye n second rank, he has

Assembly at its special session. - The appoint- Now, after ten years in the second rank, he hasAssemblly take es ec f sessin. dThe apponhi- prepared himself to come to the forefront. Any
hpment willake effecra from nhe driante o whisch delegate who ever sought M. Avenol's advice during
t present ecretary-enera relinquises his his period of office as Deputy Secretary-General of

the League will realise that the future of our
institution has been placed in good hands. I hopeThe Assembly is required to come to a decision he will allow me to congratulate him warmly and

under Article 6, paragraph 2, of the League Cove- to assure him of our confidence in his capabilities
nant, which provides that the Secretary-General his rectitude, ndhisfirmdeterminion opreveT 1h ^T^ ^ ^ ^^^^-^^^ his rectitude, and his firm determination to preserveshall be appointed by the Council with the approval h e r 
of the majority of the Assembly. The Council and increase the heritage he will receive from hisof the majority of the Assembly. The Council precsrCounci predecessor.having appointed M. Avenol. the Assembly is now
asked to vote in its turn. The majority required The Secretary-General is beside me. He still
is an absolute majority, and I think the Assembly holds office, and I do not want the brief remarks
will agree that in this case, as in other cases, no I am about to address to him to be regarded as a
account should be taken, in calculating the majo- farewell. The Assembly will see him again at a
rity, of any spoilt or blank voting-papers. number of meetings for several months.

The vote will be by secret ballot, and, as the At the end of each session of the Assembly, each
Assembly is not required to make an appointment of my predecessors on this platform--and recently
but to give its approval of the Council resolution M. Politis- has expressed his gratitude to Sir
I read just now, I would ask the delegations to Eric Drummond. One of them, M. Titulesco, said
state on their voting-papers whether they do or do of him: " He has become an article of the Covenant
not approve the appointment made by the Council. itself ". Sir Eric Drummond's name is indis-
Will the delegations therefore be good enough to solubly bound up with the history of the League.
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It is written in the Covenant, and it is manifest "And requests the Council to take the neces-
in all that the League has achieved since. sary steps to this end. "

May I call to mind, gentlemen, the first Assembly, The draft resolution was carried by acclamation.
over which I presided ? Lord Balfour, Leon
Bourgeois, Tittoni, Branting, and many others who
have since gone from among us were there. It The President:
was a time when great work had to be done. Life Translation: M. AMatos, delegate of Guatemala,
had to be breathed into the provisions of the will address the Assembly.
Covenant and the intentions of its authors, and that
amid difficulties and obstacles which they had M. Matos (Guatemala)
never conceived. Sir Eric was the soul of that
works as I, who saw him at work more closely than Translation : Mr. President, Gentlemen - The
anyone else, can bear witness. delegations of the States of Latin America at

We should not regret Sir Eric Drummond's present in Geneva have asked me, now that Sir
departure so much if our only feeling for him was Eric rummond's resignation has become final to
one of admiration. We have and shall retain for express their appreciation both of his work and of
him a close personal regard. We love him and we himself.
admire him for his sure and prompt judgment, his Sir Eric, you will continue your brilliant career
constant impartiality, his independence of mind, in your own country. All our good wishe go
his undaunted patience, his never-failing good with you. You may be sure the representatives
humour, his smile and his charm. Which of us, of the Latin-American States, whose relations with
when faced with a delicate problem, has not ou have invariably been friendly, will always
realised the value of such combined charm and cherish the memory of your courtesy, your
energy? integrity and your profound understanding of

Institutions, gentlemen, are what their leaders the interests and aspirations of our continent,
make them. Sir Eric Drummond has toiled for
and has inspired the League of Nations. To him The President:
our tribute, praise and gratitude are due. He knows Translation: M. Politis, delegate of Greece,
this is not the last time we shall voice the sentiments will address the Assembly.
we hold for him, and I am sure he feels that we
cannot part without turning back instinctively
to shake hands. I. Politis (Greece):

I will therefore confine myself to paying a joint Translatiozn: Gentlemen - I also, on behalf
tribute to Sir Eric Drummond, the Secretary- of a number of my colleagues in this Assembly,
General of to-day, and M. Avenol, his collaborator, apart from those of South America, desire very
the Secretary-General of to-morrow. One has briefly to express our feelings, now it has just been
deserved well of the League. His successor will finally decided that the present Secretary-General
carry on a tradition which already contains, in the is to relinquish his office. The feeling which
legacy of the past ten years, every promise of a sums up all our feelings at the present moment is
successful future. one of profound gratitude; and this for various

A large number of delegations have handed me reasons, which have been put, better than I could
a draft resolution for submission to the Assembly. have put them, by the President of the Assembly
I am sure you will accord it your unanimous and in his speech just now. This feeling of gratitude
wholehearted support. It reads as follows: contains three elements which I should like to

mention here.
The first is the appreciation of the great value

"The Assembly, of the tradition which Sir Eric Drummond has
created in the League of Nations. He shouldered

"Whereas by its decision of September 27th, the heavy burden of directing the Secretariat of a
1932, the Council accepted the resignation of new institution at a time when it was uncertain
the Hon. Sir Eric Drummond, who was named what would or could become of it. What it has
as first Secretary- General in the Annex become is really due to him. He has created a
to the Covenant, on condition that the said tradition, and we are glad that that tradition is
resignation should not take effect before June now to be placed in good hands and that Sir Eric
30th, 1933; Drummond's trusty collaborator, M. Avenol, is to

"In view of the letter dated October 7th, maintain it in the best interests of the League.
1932, which the President of the Council The second element is our inability to forget (and
addressed to the Members of the League to it will be long before we shall forget it) the patience,
inform them of the deep regret felt by the Council the cordiality - nay, more - the affection which
at having to accept the resignation of the Secre- Sir Eric Drummond has shown to us all on the
tary-General and of the tribute that the Council various occasions when we have approached him
desired to pay to him for the magnificent services in matters connected with his office. Those who,
that he had rendered to the League, like myself, have frequently had occasion to visit

" Desirous, in its turn, of taking this oppor- him in his office, in order to inform him of some
tunity of expressing to Sir Eric Drummond the difficulty connected with their country or on some
deep gratitude of all States Members of the general question on which they desired the help
League for the inestimable services that he has of his insight and experience, will always remember
rendered to the League since its foundation and the friendliness with which he answered the ques-
for the incomparable example that he leaves for tions put to him and the fact that he not only
its future development: placed the fruits of his wide experience at their

"Declares that Sir Eric Drummond has deserved disposal and displayed towards them the whole
well of the League of Nations' and has well served sweetness of his character. but accompanied what
its ideal of justice and peace ; he said with that smile which has become proverbial;

" Decides that, in order to perpetuate among and we earnestly hope that the artist who is to be
the nations the memory of the distinguished asked to paint his portrait will so depict him that
personality of the first Secretary-General of the those who come after us may see that our great
League of Nations, a portrait of Sir Eric Drum- institution was in some sort born with that smile,
mond shall be placed in the Palace of the League. and does its best to preserve it.



Lastly, as the third element, Sir Eric Drummond, honour which you have paid me to-day is really
though he had cogent reasons for leaving us, agreed a tribute which belongs by right to the whole
to postpone his departure until some time after staff.
the appointment of his successor, so that he could Mr. President, it is good to know that my post
have an opportunity of collaborating with him for passes into most excellent hands. The appointment
at least six months and of guiding him, initiating of M. Avenol, who has been my friend and my closest
him into his new duties and finally handing them collaborator for the past ten years, is a sure gua-
completely over to him. rantee that that spirit and tradition of loyalty to

Feelings of tranquillity, confidence and hope fill the League which has in the past inspired the
us at the spectacle of the collaboration between two Secretariat will be completely continued in the
Secretaries-General - the one of to-day and the future. When June 30th next comes, I shall have
one of to-morrow-- who, during the coming six served the League for more than fourteen years.
months, will go forward hand in hand to direct the In spite of crises, in spite of criticism, I am convinced
destinies of our institution. that the League is far stronger to-day than it was

For all these reasons I feel sure I am voicing when that bold and untried experiment was first
the sentiments of you all in according Sir Eric undertaken. It is true that the League has not
Drummond our most cordial thanks. altogether fulfilled the hopes of its keenest suppor-

ters, but it has undoubtedly belied the predictions
The President: of its enemies who foretold that in a troubled world

its early demise was certain. That world is
Translation : Sir John Simon, delegate of the unhappily more distracted to-day than it was then,

United Kingdom, will address the Assembly. but the League is a living thing, it is growing, and

Sir John Simon (United Kingdom). - Mr. Presi- who knows to what stature, by your support, it
may not and will not attain.dent - I thank you for permitting me to add one I din t lon iod haveheldheposof

word. As the representative of the United Kingdom If during the long period I have held the post ofword. As the representative of the United Kingdo Secretary-eneral I ave offended any Member of
I have listened to these expressions of gratitude and Secretary-General I have offended any sembe of
admiration for my friend, Sir Eric Drummond, the League or any delegate, I would now ask foradmiration for my friend, Sir Eric Drummond, forgives andl would be a h dega or
not only with pleasure but with pride, because he is forgiveness and I would be any such delegate or

~my fellow-countryman, such Member to believe that any action of mine
m e aell-cknow e those characteritics of which has caused resentment was inspired solely
We all acknowledge those characteristics of believed and thought to the best

integrity and fair-mindedness which he has set by what I believed and thought to be the bet
before us as a model in all our dealings, and I will interests of the League. It is those interests which

I have tried to promote. If I have succeeded, itadd but one testimony of my own. In all my
dealings with Sir Eric Dmrummond on Geneva is due to you, gentlemen, who not only bestowed
affairs, I have never known him in any conversa- me originally, but who have never failed todealing with Si r Drummod upon me originally, but who have never failed to
affairs, Ihave nve r n knoan hoim in any rm al tae continue during the last thirteen years, that most
tion, however intimate and however informal, take confidence
up a point of view which was inspired by considera- eus gift of confidence.
tion for the special interests of the country from Mr. President, I value very greatly the decision
which he comes. by which my portrait will be placed in the Assembly

Gentlemen, there are two ways in which you may Hall and I thank you for it, but above all I thankGentlemen, there are two ways in which you may
fill these great international offic in this organisa- you from the bottom of my heart, and through
tion which Sir Eric inaugurated and helped to you, all the Members of the League and all the
improvise and which he has brought to this point delegates here for your exceeding kindness.
of efficiency. It is possible to fill them merely by
choosing national representatives, but it is possible The President
also to fill them, as was done in the first instance Translation: M. Avenol will address the Assembly.
and as we have done again to-day, by choosing an
international servant; and I have no embarrass- . Avenol:
ment as a British subject in joining in this chorus
of praise, because the praise that is offered to Sir Translation: Mr. President - I should like to
Eric Drummond is not offered to him because he is a thnk you for the friendly - too friendly words
British representative, but because he is a great you have addressed to me. I regard this solemn
international servant. occasion as a fresh manifestation of the friendship

with which you have honoured me for many years.
I feel it to be a great privilege and the happiest of

In~The~ President~: coincidences that I should be receiving my inves-

Translation' Sir Eric Drummond will addressanslatio: Sir Eric Drumon will address titure from the hands of the first President of the
The assembly. Assembly, one of the original founders of the

Council, to whose authority you have just appealed
Sir Eric Drummond.- .Mr. President - Your anew for the settlement of a very serious matter.

speech, that of my Latin-American friend, that of By ratifying the unanimous decision of the Council
M. Politis and that of the Foreign Secretary of my submitted for your approval, you are doing me
own country, and the resolution which the Assembly the very great honour of entrusting me with the
has been good enough to pass unanimously have, lofty but arduous duties placed upon the shoulders
naturally, touched me most deeply. I do not know of your Secretary-General by the Covenant. In
how I can thank you and the Assembly adequately the hope that I may find support in your confi-
for your goodness to me to-day. It must be a dence, of which you are giving me the proof to-day,
happiness to anyone to realise that the work which and that I may have the courage to acquit myself
is done is acceptable to those to whom he is respon- of my duties, I accept this burden, conscious
sible; and, above all, when they are the represen- though I am of its arduousness, and I am prepared
tatives of fifty-seven States and when that work is to devote myself entirely to my new work during
linked up with peace and with international the coming years.
co-operation, that happiness must be all the If I ventured to attribute motives to your
greater. But let me at once say that by far the larger decision, I should say that your principal object
part of any success which the Secretariat may have has been to secure the continuity of the organisa-
achieved during my tenure of office is due to my tion which Sir Eric Drummond founded and inspired
colleagues. I have indeed been fortunate in my and whose characteristics he finally fixed. After
fellow-workers from the highest to the lowest. The ten years of the closest collaboration with him, I



shall, more than anyone else, feel in my new post guide me in the responsible task of making appoint-
the lack of his guidance and of his unequalled ments, which devolves upon the Secretary-General
experience. under the Covenant.

In these last few months, during which we shall Among various motives which, under the
still have the benefit of his authority, we shall Preamble, determine the provisions of the Covenant,
prepare together, in the spirit of your resolutions there is one which I would venture to take as a
of last October, such an administrative adjustment constant maxim and as expressing the Secretariat's
of the Secretariat as, while respecting its essential rule of life and its raison d'etre: the maintenance,
functions, will take duly into account the financial in the bright day-light of public opinion, of inter-
stringency caused by the depression. national relations based on justice and honour.

But, first and foremost, it will be my ambition, The President:
by following the lines you laid down at your last
ordinary session, to maintain intact the traditions Translation: We have now come to the end
of loyalty and impartiality in which my friends of our agenda. I am glad that this important
and colleagues of the Secretariat take so much session has terminated with a demonstration in
pride and to see that they are handed on to all which we are all united, and in which we have had
who may join us in the future. an opportunity of affirming and magnifying the

That is the essential motive which, together spirit of the League of Nations.The discuspions of the Assembly will be suos
with the twofold aim of recruiting the best available Tedisssons of the Assembly will be sus-
material and maintaining an equitable distribution pended unil i is convened again.
of posts among the various nationalities, will ever The Assembly rose at 3.45 p.m.
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ANNEXES.

I. RECOGNITION BY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT OF MANCHUKUO.

C.655.M.3I8.I932.VII.

i. LETTER, DATED SEPTEMBER i6TH, I932, FROM THE JAPANESE DELEGATION
TO THE PRESIDENT OF THE COUNCIL OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.

[Translation.] Paris, September I6th, I932.
In conformity with instructions I have received from my Government, I have the honour

to inform you that the Japanese Government has concluded with the Manchukuo Government
a Protocol, dated September I5th, the English translation of which is annexed to the present
note (Appendix A). The Japanese Government has thus granted to that State its formal
recognition. On the other hand, the Japanese Government has made, in connection with the
signature of the above-mentioned Protocol, a statement, the text of which is reproduced in
Appendix B.

(Signed) H. NAGAOKA,
Permanent Representative of Japan

on the Council of the League.

Appendix A.
[Translation.]

2. PROTOCOL BETWEEN JAPAN AND MANCHUKUO SIGNED
ON SEPTEMBER I5TH, 1932, AT HSINKING.

Whereas Japan has recognised the fact that Manchukuo, in accordance with the free
will of its inhabitants, has organised and established itself as an independent State; and

Whereas Manchukuo has declared its intention of abiding by all international engagements
entered into by China, in so far as they are applicable to Manchukuo;

Now the Governments of Japan and Manchukuo have, for the purpose of establishing
a perpetual relationship of good neighbourhood between Japan and Manchukuo, each respecting
the territorial rights of the other, and also in order to secure the peace of the Far East, agreed
as follows:

i. Manchukuo shall confirm and respect, in so far as no agreement to the contrary
shall be made between Japan and Manchukuo in the future, all rights and interests
possessed by Japan or her subjects within the territory of Manchukuo by virtue of Sino-
Japanese treaties, agreements or other arrangements or Sino-Japanese contracts, private
as well as public;

2. Japan and Manchukuo, recognising that any threat to the peace and order of
either of the High Contracting Parties constitutes at the same time a threat to the safety
and existence of the other, agree to co-operate in the maintenance of this national security ;
it will be understood that such Japanese forces as may be necessary for this purpose
will be stationed in Manchukuo.

The present Protocol shall come into effect from the date of its signature.

being made in each language. Should any difference arise in regard to interpretation between
the Japanese and the Chinese texts, the Japanese text shall prevail.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, duly authorised by their respective Governments,
have signed the present Protocol and have affixed their seals thereto.

DONE at Hsinking, this I5th day of the ninth month of the seventh year of Showa,
corresponding to the I5th day of the ninth month of the first year of Ta-tung.

(L. S.) Nobuyoshi MUTO,
Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of His Majesty the Emperor of Japan.

(L. S.) CHENG Hsiao-Hsfi,
Prime Minister of Manchukuo.
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Appendix B.

3. STATEMENT MADE BY THE JAPANESE GOVERNMENT IN CONNECTION WITH

THE SIGNATURE, ON SEPTEMBER I5TH, I932, OF THE PROTOCOL CONCLUDED
WITH MANCHUKUO.

Manchuria is the land for the preservation of whose integrity Japan, on one memorable
occasion, set her national destinies at stake. For twenty-seven years which have elapsed
since, our people have participated in the development of Manchuria. Their untiring efforts
have rendered it the prosperous land that it is to-day, and it has now come to have inescapable
bearing upon our national defence and the very existence of our people. Of recent years, however,
the anti-foreign revolutionary diplomacy which has been adopted by China under the influence
of radical ideology has steadily encroached upon our all-important rights and interests there,
and, finally, the incident of September I8th last compelled Japan to resort to necessary measures
of self-defence.

Upon the downfall of all the north-eastern regime consequent upon the occurrence of the
Manchurian affair, leading personalities in the province of Mukden, Kirin, Heilung-kiang
and Jehol, Tungsheng Special District and the League of Mongolian Banners, assembled in
consultation, and on March ist of this year promulgated a Declaration of Independence,
by which they proclaimed severance as from that date of all relations with the Republic of
China and the establishment of the independent State of Manchukuo. The declaration set

forth a constructive programme of the new State in which, inter alia, it has made clear its
intention internally to abolish the political corruption of the old regime and to carry out a
policy characteristic of the " Kingly Way ", and externally to honour a sense of justice, to
seek international goodwill and friendship, to take over existing obligations and to respect
the principle of the open door and equal opportunity-domestic and foreign policies which are
all very fair and above-board. On March ioth, the Manchukuo Government sent a communica-
tion to Japan and sixteen other countries, in which they repeated the above programme and
requested them to establish normal diplomatic relations with Manchukuo.

With serious concern and minute attention, the Imperial Japanese Government have
closely followed the development of conditions in Manchukuo during the last half year and have
come to recognise that Manchukuo's sincerity and determination to carry out the above
policies can be relied upon. For instance, Manchukuo has established a special committee
in order to prepare for the abolition of extra-territoriality, for the opening up of the interior to
all foreigners alike and for other treaty revisions, and in this regard its attitude, directed

as it has been to the attainment of desired revision through the agreement with the
Powers concerned and without resorting to any unilateral measure of termination, has
been particularly notable.

Measures which have been taken for the reform of financial and other systems have also

obtained appreciable results. Thus, Manchukuo is now steadily developing into full maturity
as an independent State and is assured of a future full of promise.

In consideration of the attitude of Manchukuo to the domestic and foreign problems above

referred to and o anof Japan's interest in Manchuria in regard to the vital importance of her national
defence and existence of her people, the Imperial Japanese Government have set out to secure
tranquillity in this region as soon as possible and to guarantee for all time to come foundations
of security of the Empire and peace of the Far East. With these purposes in view, the Government
instructed General Muto, His Majesty's Ambassador, to sign on this date a Protocol recording
agreement concluded with Manchukuo authorities and thus accorded formal recognition to
that country. That Japan's action in this connection is not derogatory to any treaty to which
she is party has been made clear in the address of the Minister for Foreign Affairs made at the
Imperial Diet on August 25th last.'

The Protocol confirms the fact that Manchukuo is an independent State organised in

accordance with the free will of its inhabitants, and it stipulates that all rights and interests
which Japan and her subjects possess within the territory of Manchukuo by virtue of treaties
and other agreements are to be confirmed and respected, thus doing away once for all with
all pending disputes concerning these rights and interests. Recognising the fact that any menace
to Manchuria constitutes at the same time a threat to the safety and existence of the Empire,
the Protocol further provides that Japan and Manchukuo are to co-operate in the maintenance
of their national security and that the Japanese forces necessary for this purpose are to be
stationed in Manchukuo. It is the object of the Protocol thus to establish perpetual relationship
of good neighbourhood between the two countries and to secure the peace of the Far East. On

several occasions the Japanese Government have declared that they harbour no territorial
designs in Manchuria and the preamble of the Protocol reaffirms that both contracting Powers
will mutually respect each other's territorial rights.

1 See Appendix C.


